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THREE SCORE OF BACHELOR MAIDS
DISAGREE WITH
CITY WILL SECURE INFORMATION
FROM OTHER LOCALITIES BEFORE
REDELS UTILIZE
STEERS AS
STEEDS
HARRIMAN CONTRIRUTED TO THE
CAMPAIGN FUND OF THEODORE
ROOSEVELT IN 1904 ELECTION
LIVES IS THE
TOLL PREACHERRENEWINO THE WATER CONTRACT
BEING SHORT OF HORSES INSUR- - SAY HIS SERMON ABOUT "OLD
Former Treasurer of National CommiteeRECTOS IN CHIHUAHUA USEBEEF CATTLE.Council Instructs Committee to Correspond
i
With Numerous Municipalities bays Many Kich Men "Chipped In
OF CLOUDBURSTS AND FLOODS
IN SOUTHWESTERN
PENNSLVANI A.
MINERS THAFFED AT WCKX
WATER RUSHES DOWN HILL-SIDE- S
AND DROWNS TOIU
ERS UNDERGROUND.
E0L1ES AEE MIGHTY SGAECE
MAIDS" IS NOT BASED ON
FACTS -
(
HELEN GCliLDWRITES LETTER
SAYS SHE REMAINED SINGLE BE-
CAUSE SHE COULD NOT FIND
SUITABLE MATE
AMERICANS ARE UNABLE TO SE
TO LEARN THE PREVAILING RATES MORGAN AND OTHERS GAVE ABOUT 250,000CURE MOUNTS TO DEPORT
THEIR WIVES.
Claimed The Honey Was to be Used For Purpose of Carrying0E0ZC0 STILL ON THE JOBInvestigation Authorized Into Statement of Agua Pura - Company PROPERTY DAMAGE IMMENSE THINKS SHE JUS CONE GOOD
SUGGESTS, IF SHE HAD MARRIED,
State of New York 4uhough Roosevelt s Election Was Deemed
at That Time to be a Certainty Incidents Regarding The
Shake Down" Letter to Railroad King Are Told
' Before Examining Committee
That It Is Furnishing Service at a Reasonable Kate Powers
-
.Addresses the Aldermen and Declares His Willingness
to Meet With That Body at Any Time in an Effort
to Reach an Agreement
REBEL COMMANDER-IN-CHIE- F IS
MARSHALING FORCESIN
JUAREZ.
RAILROADS ARE HEAVY SUF-
FERERS AS WELL. AS THE
FARMERS.
SHE MIGHT NOT HAVE BEEN
SO USEFUL
Dolores, Chihuahua, Mex., July 24. Grand Junction, Colo., July 25Pittsburg, July' 25. Death and deso
Washington, July 25 George H.When the Rev. Elmer V. Huffer, just(By Courier from Madera, July 25.)badly as his company wished to make
the sale. lie announced his willing
lation1 spread broadcast over the
southwest counties of Pennsylvania Americans in this mining camp are resigned as pastor of the Christian
ness to meet with the council or any making an effort to get horses andtoday and last night through cloud church delivered a sermon recently
committee of that body and attempt mules to convey the womemand chilbursts and overflowing streams.
HEN WHO PLOTTED
CANNOT BE FOUND
Three score or more lives are the
Sheldon, treasurer of the republican
national committee In 1908, today told
the senate committee investigating
campaign funds his version of . the
late E. H. H&rrlman's contributioa
to President Roosevelt'b campaign
in 1904. Mr. Sheldon said he knew
unofficially that J. P. Morgan and
Company and Henry C. Frick were
To Messrs. Hays, Wiegaild and
Stern, members of the water and
light committee of the city council,
has been Intrusted the task of effect-
ing settlement of thea satisfactory,
misunderstanding between the Agua
Pura company and the city. At tke
regular meeting of the council last
night this committee was Instructed to
correspond with numerous other ci-
ties of the size of Las Vegas in va
toll, while the damage to homes and
industries cannot be estimated.
Fifteen lives were lost in Super--
to reach a settlement on any basis
that would be fair both to 'the city
and the Agua Pura company. Mr.
Powers asserted his willingness to
submit his figures to any disinterest-
ed person or persons and said "Tie be-
lieved he could convince any such
persons that the rate asked by the
Agua Pura company is reasonable.
ba Mine No. 2, near TJniontown. Seven-
ty-five miners narrowly escaped
INVESTIGATORS IN ROSENTHAL
MURDER CASE HAVE REACH-
ED STONE WALLdeath, while from many other sections
comes reports of lives lost by the
mountain torrents rushing Into mine New York, July" 25. Efforts to dis
slopes.
advocating the exile of old maids to
a barren island as waste humanity,
he anticipated local resentment, pos-
sibly, but hardly expected to find
himself at Issue with Miss Helen
Gould of New oYrk. In a letter he
received yesterday Miss Gould de-
clared that many preachers would be
without jobs and without wives and
homes were it not for old maids.
Miss Gould's letter follows:
"Glancing over a Denver paper I
notice an item concerning your ser-
mon on 'Love, Courtship and Mar-
riage,' one part of which I especially
notice saying that all old bachelors
and bachelor maids should be isolat-
ed on an island so they could not
hinder the progress of civilization. I
do not know why you made this state-
ment, but I feel that It is a great in-
justice to the bachelor maids of our
Hundreds of families, deserting
dren to Madera, rrom which place
they can go by rail tx the states.
Americans have not been molested
since the rebel army arrived here,
but the rebels have seized all the
horses and mules and the Dolores
Mining company has no method of
transporting ores, nor have the Amer-
icans any means of travel.
The store of the Dolores Mining
company, an American concern, is be-
ing drawn upon heavily every day by
the rebels for commissary supplies.
The rebels expect to continue their
marching into Sonora wtoen they can
secure sufficient animals to transport
their provisions and supplies. Many
of their horses died or dropped from
exhaustion on the return to Dolores
from Madera and the rebels are try-
ing to train some of their beef steals
to serve agpack animals. "
cover tne identity 01 tne men who
plotted "Gambler" Helrman Rosen-
thal's death have been balked for the
time being by the failure of the police
homea in a mad rush for safety on
contributors in 1904. The late Cor-nell- us
N. Bliss was treasurer then,
but Mr. Sheldon was associated with
him in an unofficial capacity. He
could not remember the amounts
which the Morgan firm or Mr. Frick
gave in 1904, but classed them among
the large contributions.
The books which Mr. Sheldon, as
treasurer, kept in 1908 were produced
for inspection of the committee. Sen-at- or
Paynter introduced the subject
At this juncture the mayor and sev-
eral councilmen began asking ques-
tions. Mayor Taupert asked why Mr.
Powers had not Informed the city of-
ficials that he was authorized to con-
sider a less rate than $2,500 annual-
ly. Mr. Powers replied that the city
had made a flat offer of $1,250 and
he believed the offer was final. He
said that If negotiations were opened
at onoe for the renewal of the old
contract or the making of a new in
to round up the gang to which they
are thought to belong. With the ex-
ception of Harry Vallon, not one of
the gray automobile's passengers
the mountainsides, sought shelter
improvised shacks and tents, to-
ward the construction ' f which ev-
ery available piece of debris was
turned to account. At daybreak shiv-
ering women and children gazed over
the scene of desolation In the upper
Youghiogheny valley, and as the
has been arrested since the Killing
of Mr. Harriman's contribution. Henine days ago.
The grand Jury planned to continue said
be had heard It discussed and
asked Mr. Sheldon to tell what he
knew about 1L '
waters receded upturned dwellings.
today Its investigation into the gambshattered buildings and crumbled Country. Theerare, I admit, many ling charges made by Rosenthal and That bad been mpi5nted my letman haters in the world but a great probably will recall Otto lAven ter to Mr. Roosevelt," igroun(jl"Turr- ;-many bachelor maids' are hot living
Sheldon. x ial L .alone because they so choose, but be
I did not recairthat yofhnlcause they have unable to find a suit
Orozb"St!ll Commands.
Juarez, Mexico, July 25. General
Pascual Orozco, the rebel command-
er, Is still In Juarez, apparently mak-
ing no effort to leave, although It has
been expected that he would depart
with his rebel command today follow-
ing a conference with . his leaders.
From all outward appearances, Or-
ozco is still supreme head of the re-
bellion, notwithstanding talk that he
Is to be superceded.
Some of the rebel commands which
have been operating southwest of Chi-
huahua, are being brought north to
Casas Grander either to help fortify
the future rebel capital of Chihua-
hua State or to move west from there
into Sonora.
ten anything. Tell us any wpj V
"About two w eeks before the 'elec-
tion," began Mr. Sheldon, "Governor
O'Dell, who was state chairman, came
to Mr. Bliss, then treasurer of the
republican national committee, and
stated that whereas it was perfectly'
clear that Mr.' Roosevelt would be
elected, the state ticket was in doubt
He asked for some money. Mr. Bliss
said he had no money but he would
see what he could do. He went to
Mr. Harriman and Mr. Harrimon got
Mr. Harriman with Mr. Bliss gel
together some $250,000 and that mon-
ey was handed to the state commit-
tee and never went into the national
committee.
chauffeur who drove Police Lieuten-
ant Becker around town the night of
the murder. It has been learned thai
Aversi, after his recent testimony be-
fore the grand jury, hurried to Becker
and told him all that he testified.
Police Inspectors Hayes and Lahey
and Captain Daly are under subpoe-
na to appear today. There are no in-
dications that Police Lieutenant
Becker has decided to waive immu-
nity.
District. Attorney Whitman today
scored what he believes to be two
Important points In the Rosenthal
murder case. The first he counted
when John J. Relsler, otherwise
known as "John the Barber," previous
to his arraignment on a perjury
charge made an affidavit regarding
"Bridgie" Webber's connection with
the case. The second, even more
important, came In the announc- -
able companion.
"I must admit that I am speaking
from the standpoint of the bachelor
maid. I feel that such people as my-
self are not hindering' the progress
of civilization, but advancing It. If
I had found a suitable helpmate I
might have spent my money In a dif-
ferent way, and a way which might
not have done as much good as It
has. Please think this question over
and before preaching on this subject
again, make up your mind that there
are is some good in living a single
life." . .
Another porte&t was: received in a
letter from Miss E. L.' King, of Mon-
terey, Calif. It reads.:
"I noticed in a paper not long since
that you favored sending old maids and
bachelors to some isolated island, as
they are a menace to civilization and
do no good. What you forgot to men-
tion was what good such unmarried
women aa Helen Gould, Anne Morgan,
myself and various others have done.
Helen Gould has a, summer home for
the waifs of New York City. I have
supported an invalid sister for a num-
ber of years and so have been of
,"Did Mr. Harriman see any one el
before he contributed? vMy memory
of events is a little hazy," said Sen
rious parts of the country for the
purpose of ascertaining the annual
cost of water for municipal purposes
In those places. With this Informa-
tion at hand the committee was In-
structed further to consult with
Stephen Powers of the
Agua Pura company in reference to
the signing of a new water contract
by his corporation and the city ad-
ministration.
. It likely will require some time to
accomplish the duties assigned to the
water and light committee.
Until Its work has been brought to
a successful consummation and a re-pn-rt
has been made to the council,
it, Is likely that Las Vegas will be
obliged to get along without water for
municipal purposes.
Superintendent Powers announced
Informally to one or two councilmen
and a number Of citizens last night
that-h- would be perfectly willing to
allow the cityto use all the water it
desires providing it will agree to re-
imburse the Agua Pura company for
such service at whatever rate is
determined upon In any contract that
is accepted In the future, pay-
ments to date from April 1, the
date of expiration of the old contract.
It Is likely that Mr. Powers will
make such an offer to the proper of-
ficials in the immediate future, pos-
sibly before nightfall, in which event
the sprinkling of the streets and the
' care of public parks likely will be re-
sumed tomorrow or some time this
week.
The council's determination - to
leave the settlement of the water dif-
ficulty In the hands of the water and
light fcommittee with instructions to
report to the entire body before sign-
ing a contract was reached after a
long and heated discussion in an exe-
cutive session into which the alder-
men went "after having listened to
remarks by' Mr. Powers and after
having questioned him on a number
of matters relative to the situation.
Mr. Powers stated that the city had
made him a proposition for the re-
newal of the water contract which
his company believed .to be Inade-
quate and unfair. He read a com-
munication which he had sent to
Mayor Taupert and the water com-
mittee on May 23 refusing the offer
of $1,250 a year for city water and
stating that a rate of $2,500 would
be the lowest figure that could be
accepted. Mr. Powers said that, con-
sidering the fact that the city would
use from one-fourt- h to one-thir- more
water yearly, the company felt that It
was making a reduction of that
amount In agreeing to renew the con-
tract at the old figure. He said 12
new flush tanks have been Installed
for the purpose of keeping the sewers
clean, while the old contract allowed
flushing of the sewers by the use of
hose and fire hydrants only. Mr.
Powers declared the Agua Pura com-
pany wishes to sell Its water, of which
It has a large supply, and he believed
the city wished to purchase just as
ment that William Shapiro, chauffeur
s- - Battle Near Chihuahua
- Tbrreon, Mex., July 25. Foreigners
are abandoning again the city of
Tlahualllo, northeast of Torreon,
owing to an Impending clash between
the federal troops and numerous
bands of rebels In the vicinity. Three
thousand federal troops, commanded
by General Joaquin Tellea and Gen-
eral Antonio Rabago, are reported to
haye arrived at Pedernales to the
southwest of Chihuahua City without
encountering any rebels. Bachlmba,'
to the north and Jlmulio Noria and
Otto, to the south are reported
abandoned by the rebels.
of the "murder car" would turn
state's evidence, telling all he knelt
about the case, this afternoon. Sha-
piro's statement is expected to do
much toward fixing the responsibility
for Rosenthal's murder,
Reisler's affidavit stated that he
and his wife were near the Hotel
on the night of the killing.
"I went over to where Rosenthal's
plies of mortar were held in a con-
glomerated mass tyr a railroad nryigs
or trestle, or the progress of the deb-
ris had been Impeded by some larg-
er and stauncher building. ,
It Was long after midnight before
the waters began to recede. Kaln
had ceased falling some nours earlier,
but the heavy precipitation,, soon
made the usually dry bods of the
mountain streams veritable cataracts.
Dunbar, near Connelsvllie, was In-
undated. The waters raged tnrough
the main streets, upsetting massive
structures and endangering the lives
of hundreds of persons. A cloudburst
was the cause. Tbe Turtle Creek-valle- y
was visited by a disastrous flood
and the damage is enormous. Crcne
were blotted from the earth. Rail-
road traffic through a great territory
is demoralized. With tour connections
into Uniontown, the Pennsylvania
was unable to get passengers into Jie
city early today. Sever.--l railroad
bridges of that system and the Balti-
more and Ohio were torn from foun-
dations that seemed impregnable and
hurled into the maddened water. Hun-
dreds are homeless; dbousands are
Buffering, towns are cut off from rail-
road, mail, telephone ana telegraph
communication and are in darkness
and without fuel. From West Virgi-
nia no reports can be secured by the
weather Ibureau, for almost every
wire from that state is down.
In the city the storm created havoc,
but while streets were flooded and
traffic delayed, the damage was not
heavy. It was in the coke regions
that the fury of .the storm seemed to
have been spent TJniontown, Dun-- ,
bar, Lemont, Mount Braddock, Con-
nelsvllie, all were inundated. The
greatest loss of life was due to the
flooding of the Supenba mine at Ev-
ans, nine miles from TJniontown. Fif-
teen miners are now accounted lost,
the known death of a foreign miner
having Increased last night's total
by one. Three are missing among the
employes of Lemont Mine No. 1 pt
the H. C. Frick Coke company, whose
nine foot vein underlies the Superba
workings.
This estimate will doubtless total
all the casualties from Wednesday's
performance of the elements. ' Tbose
who have penetrated the Supei'ba
mine come out with reports, of almost
indescribable ruin. "It lco;s 1n theri
strument Tie would allow the city to
continue to use the water.
Mr. WIegand inquired If the city
now la using more water than it did
under the old contract, to which Mr.
Powers replied In the affirmative, say-
ing 12 streams are flowing into the
sewers constantly.
Mr. Wiegand: "But will the Agua
Pura company not receive thousands
of dollars' more revenue annually
through additional fixtures Installed
because of the existence of a sewer
' 'system?"
Mr. Powers: "Yes, we will receive
a little more revenue. Anything ihat
helps Las Vegas helps the Agua Pura
company. I do not believehowever,
that the increased revenue will
amount to a large sum; certainly not
several thousands of dollars."
In answer to a question by Mayor
Taupert Mr. Powers said that three-fourth- s
inch pipes were used in flush-
ing the sewer.. He said that tbe use
of the flush pipes did not keep his
mains from freezing, as the :;i'ns
where such pipes are in usa hae
never been known to freeze in the
coldest weather.
Alderman Raynolds: "Mr. Powers,
are tbe rates charged the city any-
thing like those charged other cities
of this size throughout the country?"
Mr. Powers: "I believe they are.
For several weeks I have been writ-
ing to cities in New Mexico and Col-
orado and find the rates practically
the same. I have written several ci-
ties in various parts of the country
and expect replies in the near future.
The council is at liberty to examine
all replies I have received or expect
to receive."
Mayor Taupert: "Did you ask for
consumers' rates?" '
Mr. Powers: "Yes, in many in-
stances."
Mayor Taupert: "From Albuquer-
que?"
Mr. Powers: "Yes."
Mr. Wiegand: "Did you learn that
there Is much dissatisfaction with the
water service In Albuquerque and
that the people there are formiug a
water users' association to correct
certain abuses they claim exist in that
city?"
Mr. Powers: "No sir."
Mr. Wiegand Inquired if Mr. Pow-
ers had 'inquired where a gravity d
in cities wheer a gravity sys
tern, such as is used by the Agua Pu- -
(Continued on Page Four)
some little use In the world. I think
ator Paynter.
"I assume that he did not, replied
Mr. Sheldon.
"Wasn't it a subject of correspond-
ence with Mr. Harriman and Mr.
Roosevelt?"
"No, sir. Mr. Roosevelt never knew
anything about it until long after the
election.
"What was there about a letter
which disappeared from Mr. Harri-
man's files?" -
"I know nothing about the letter."
"
"Wasn't the public first apprised of
this contribution through a letter the
president had written to Mr. Harri-
man?"
"1 cannot tell you," replied Mr. Shel-
don.
"Yon Entrl liot ir-- T .
If it were not for the dear old maids
some preachers would be hunting oth-
er jobs. My heart is not callous to
the opposite sex, but if I ever get a
body was lying ana observed
Bridgie' Webber running away from
the scene of the crime," said Relsler.
"I asked a man known as Kid Lewis:husband I want a broadmlnded. man."
What is 'Bridgie' Webber running
away for?'. I did not catch Lewis
"
reply."
BATTLE IS IMMINENT
Gate, .Wash., (Headquarters General
Maus) Machine gun platoons and Lieutenant Becker who was Invited
cavalry supports weer rushed toward
the bridge near OakvHIe today by
both the Blue defenders and the Red
nothing of it until after the election.
By that you mean that you have no
knowledge of his knowing?"
"I had no knowleike. " Mr. Khei.
by the grand jury to appear and give
testimony, made his appearance in-th-
criminal court building and an-
nounced he was ready to testify. He
went to the district attorney's office
and there waited with Lieutenants
invaders. It seems certain the final
struggle in the campaign for po "ses-
sion of Seattle will be fought there
tomorrow or Saturday .
WATER FAMINE ENDED.
Should the city officials
care to accept the offer of
Superintendent .Stephen Pow--
era of the Agua tura company
the water famine of yesterday
and today will he brought to
an end. Mr. Powers this af--
ternoon addressed to Mayor 4
Robert J. Taupert a note in- -
forming him that thi water
company would permit . the
city to use as much water as
it desires for municipal pur--
poses provided It Is willing to
make payments for such water
under whatever terms are
agreed upon in the proposed
new contract between the
city and the company. It is
Costogan and Rellfy, who also had re-
sponded to Invitations io be escorted
by District Attorney Whitman into
the grand jury room.
don referred to his books and eaid
the contribution to the national com-
mittee in 190 amounted to $1,655,-518.2- 7.
The senate committee hagbeen trying to get former Governor
O'Dell of New York to testify about
the Harriman contribution. He may
apear later. The committee has not ,
taken up the question of asking Mr.
Roosevelt to testify.
RULES AGAINST DEFENSE
Los Angeles, Calif., July 25. Judge
Hutton ruled against the defense in
the bribery trial of Clarence S. Dar-ro-
today on Its motion for an exam HIGHER WAGES GIVEN.
Cripple Creek,. Colo., July
Federation of Miners'
ination of Juror L, E. Leavltt as to The
con- -his alleged bias against the defendanr
The Judge said such a test could not
likely the city will accept the
offer.
vention today voted to increase the
compensation of organizers from $5
to $6 a day and expenses after turn-
ing down the committee report, which
favored an Increase to $7 a day.
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
St. Louis, July 25. Wool, steady,
territory and western mediums 20(J
24; fine mediums fine 13P1T.
be made within the law after a trial
had once started. The taking of tes-
timony wag expected to be resumed
this afternoon.(Continued on Page Five)
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ABSOBBLBTS I
Mrs. Oeorge W, Vanderbilt. JSO.OOy
chain of pearls and rubles, pnd a loopTHE MOUNTAINAIRiBISIIOP KENNEDY FORTUNE IN GEMS
HONORED IN
- Only a Few More Days of
OUR SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE
The Bluest Money Saver of The Season, For V0,U
WOMEN'S
Suits, Coats and Silk Dresses
HALF PRICE
Wool and Lingerie Dresses, Wool Skirls and all Colored
Wash Goods,
ONE THIRD OFF
CHOICE
of our entire line of
New and Desirable
PARASOLS
HALF PRICE
CHOICE
of what is left from our
line of SUMMER MIL-LINER- Y
HALF PRICE
CHAUTAUQUA IS
POPULAR
IAB&E NUMBERS OF PEOPLE
ARE ATTENDING THE LEC-
TURES AND CLASSES
Mountaiimlr, N. M.. July 25. Situ
ted on the "divide" In the mountain
rang of the Mansano mountains that
separates the Rio Grande from the
Estancla valley is the beautiful little
city of Mountainalr, commonly called
the "Queen City of the Ozonei Belt,
This little city Is just now enjoying
the reputation of being the metropolis
of the "wheat belt" of New Mexico, as
may be evidenced by a big wheat crop
Juet being harvested. The yield will
. nfcnnt 20 bushels per acre. Other
crops are about as promising and
abundant The citizens of the town,
as well as the surrounding communi-
ty are Intelligent, progressive and In
dustrious. Their enterprise and hos-
pitality are recognized In the many
public Institutions they are promot
ing. It Is the local seat of learning
and is fostering the only Chautauqua
in the state, entertaining the teachers"
Institute, which has a large and grow
ing attendance and the Sunday school
and Christian endeavor societies of
the state. On the whole, too much
can scarcely be said in praise of the
public splritednes8 and hospitality of
the people of this little city.
The preliminary exercises of the
Chautauqua began Saturday night
July 20, with a small attendance, but
Increased next day in numbers and
enthusiasm, and closed , Wednesday
night. The teachers' Institute open-
ed its annual term Monday morning
at 8:30 a. m., with an attendance of
about 50 members present Profes-
sor T. V. Conway and Miss Leona
Logue are in charge as principal and
conductor, and Professor Burt of Tor-
rance as local manager. This Insti-
tute will be In session about ten
days. They have an interesting and
instructive program;
The local management are making
every effort to make this session of
the assembly as pleasant and profit-
able as possible to all. To this end
arrangements have been made for!
trips to the following places of chief
interest to visitors: Historic ruins.
muOTUtt,1,mu(:i1,ii miies,
MEN'S SUITS S9.9S
Choice of what is left in Men's Suits, worth from $15.00 vp
FOR. ONLY $9.98
Laa VGa'LoadinSforo
S.(xsemm&Lrs Son
Eotabliflhed 1862 ' SoatKSldoRaja.
or giamofidjj.
frg. H. JlcK. Twonibley, $,0,lK
'
in diamonds and pearls.
Mrs. Os;den Mills, $250,00 In pearl'
and diamond ncklaces.
Mrs. Bradley Martin, $500,000 in
necklaces, tiaras ana stomachers.
Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt the eld-
er, $350,000 In necklaces and other
ornaments, Including a number of
fine pearls, 'emeralds, sap-
phires and rubles.
Mrs. Perry Tiffany, $350,000 in dia-
monds and pearls.
Mrs; E. T. Stotesbury, formerly
Mrs. Oliver Cromwell, $500,000 neck-
lace, gift of the Philadelphia part-
ner of J. P. Morgan, who recently e
her second husband.
Mr. Collls P. Huntington, $160,000
diamond and pearl neck-
lace.
Mrs. W. B. Corey, wife of former
president of the United States Steel
corporation, $60,000 diamond necklace
presented to her by Mr. Corey when
she was Miss Mabelle Oilman, the
actress.
Mrs. Henry Clews, $75,000 pearl
necklace, 150,000 in diamonds.
And There Are Others.
These are only some of the most
prominent arrays of gems in the pos-
session of New York women. The col-
lections of Mrs. Mary Payne Whitney,
Mrs. A. J. Drexel, Mrs. August Bel-
mont, Mrs. Henry Sloane, Mrs. Wil-
liam Payne Thompson, Mrs. W. C.
Whitney. Mrs. Otto xi. Kahn, Mrs. B.
H. Harrlman, Mrs. George F. Baker,
Mrs. E. T. Bedford, Mrs. E. J. Ber-wln-
Mrs. Anthony N. Brady, Mrs.
John C. Brown, Mrs. John arstensen,
Mrs. Samuel P. Colt, Mrs. Cleveland
H. Dodge, Mrs. James B. Duke, Mts.
H. C. Fahenstocki Mrs. Charles B
Alexander, Mrs. D. H. Moffat, Mrs.
James Henry Smith, Mrs. H. H. Rogv
ers, Mrs. James Stillman, Mrs. Wil-
liam Rockefeller and Mrs. Charles M.
Schwab, some of which have been
dispersed among the children,' range
In value from, $25,000 to $200,000 each.
The fashion of wearing jewels has
become so universal that there Is
scarcely a woman In New York who
does not have at least one gem for!
Iher adronment, and thousands who
never figure in society or the newspa-
pers have individual collections of
from $500 to $15,000 each. It is esti
mated that there are over 100,000 men
in Manhattan and Brooklyn who have
from $100 to $1,000 invested in Jew
els for their own personal adornment.
A single car of a subway train on
a winter's night often shows a great-
er blaze of Jewels than a whole op-
era house in some sma.ler city, and
fn the theatrical dlctrict gems rival
its electric lights.
Works of Art.
As for paintings and other works
of art, when one man (H. C. Frlck)
pays $400,000 for a portrait of an old
Spanish king by an old Spanish art
1st (Velasquez's Philip IV.) It may be
surmised that the amount Invested
in such
.possessions is simply enor
mous. J. P. Morgan Is said to have
expended over $35,000,000 on bis col
lections. A. M. Huntington has paid
mlllions.it is said, for books, engrav-
ings and, manuscripts. There is no
end to the variety of costly fads of
the collectors. One New Yorker will
devote $100,000 to a butterfly collec-
tion, A rare butterfly was discover
ed in British New Guinea and an ex-
plorer spent five years searching for
it He had it sold for $10,000 four
years before he captured it. It
is as big as a mouse and the natives
hunt it with bow and arrow.
1
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Capital Paid in
I
,$100,000.00
r.
..M. CUNMNOMAn, Preldtnt;
TjRANK SPRINGER. fi
51,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
N GOTH
TOVN
JEWELS POSSESSED BY THE
- RICH ARE VALUED AT A
QUARTER MILLION
New York, July 25. According to
an estimate made at the custom
house within the last few days, New
York's collections of precious Jewels
are far greater than that in any other
city in the world, ancient or modern.
Thergems are collectively valued at
$250,000,000, and the works or art at
$500,000,000.
Within thirty days recently over
$1,500,000 in diamonds and pearls ar-
rived from Europe, and they have
been pouring In k the rate of $30,000,-00- 0
to $40,000,000 a year for many
years. This does not include the large
numbers of smuggled gems that find
their way here.
Since 1871 more Chan $750,000
worth of diamonds have been dug out
of the blue clayti of South Africa and
mare than one-quart- of them have
been acquired by New Yorkers.
Best Known Collections.
Here are some of the New York
women whose gem collections have
been much under public notice:
Mrs. William B. Leeds, widow of
the "Tinplate King," $340,000 neck-
lace of pearls, $140,000 stomacher of
diamonds and emeralds and a $45,-00- 0
tiara for the hair.
Mrs. Elbert H. Gary, wife of the
chairman of tfhe United States Steel
corporation, $500,000 pearl necklace,
each strand of which cost $100,000.
A new strand was bought last winter,
so it was reported.
Mrs. Frank J. Gould, $200,000 pearl
necklace.
Mrs. Madeline Force Astor, widow
of Colonel John Jacob Astor, $200,-
000 pearl necklace, ,
Mrs. William K. Vanqerbilt, Jr.,
$175,000 necklace of blac-- pearls;
these pearls average $6,000 each in
cost.
Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont,' $350,u00
diamond chain, seven and a half feet
long, once the property of Catharine
of Russia. Mrs. Belmont also has
$40,000 worth of pearls that belonged
to Marie Antoinette.
Mrs. Clarence H. Mackay, $100,000
diamond necklace, containing two of
the largest solitaires in the country.
Mrs. .William A. Clark, wife; of tine
copper mine - owner, ' $100,000 pearl
necklace, $75,000 in diamonds, emer
alds and rubies.
Mrs. J. P. Morgan, $tiu,00O in dia
monds and $75,000 in pearls, emer
alds and rubies. '
Mrs. George J. Gould, $450,000 rope
of diamonds and pearls and ruby and
diamond necklaces.
Mrs. Robert Goelet, $50,000 diamond
tiara. .
Mrs. Frederick W. Vanderbilt, $300,- -
000 diamond serpentine chain with
ruby eyes.
SEVEN YEARS
MISERY
How Mrs.' Bethune was Re
stored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham 8 Vegeta-
ble Compound.
Sikeston, Mo. - "For seven years I
suffered everything. I was in bed for
four or five days at a
time every month,
and so weak I could
hardly walk. I had
cramps, backache
and headache, and
was so nervous and
weak that I dreaded
to see anyone or
have anyone move
the room. The oc.
tors gave We medi.
cine tie
those times, and said thfct 'l 0Ught tohave an operation. I woul not listen to
that, and when a friend q'j my husband's
told him about Lydia Pinkham's Veg-
etable Compound what it had done
for his wife I'was willing to take itNow I look th picture 0f health and feellike it, too. j can ,0 a my own house-
work, wjrk jn e garden and entertain
comppj,y ancj enjoy them, and can walk
48 i.ar as any ordinary woman, any day
' .1 1 1 ? L 1 J iin ine weeK. 1 wisn 1 couia uiik 10 every
suffering woman and girl, and tell them
what Lydia E. . Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound1 has done for me." Mrs.
Dema Bethune, Sikeston, Mo.
Remember, the remedy which did this
was Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. .
It has helped thousands of women who
have been troubled with displacements,
inflammation, ulceration, tumors, irreg
ularities, periodic pains, backache, hat
bearing down feeling, indigestion, tnd
nervous prostration.af ter all other mt&uis
"I know Charley enjoyed being 4
delegate at the convention," eald
young Mrs. Torkins.
"1 heard him talking 14 his sletp,
and some of the language be used
was exactly the same as that which
be employed at a baseball game
"Isn't the ocean grand and males-
tic?"
"Yes, and there Is an Indefinable
something about It that Impresses me
strangely."
"What Is it?"
"I was Just trying to determine. I
have it It's the utter absence of
billboards."
"I suppose that when you left the
convention you exclaimed: 1 came, I
saw, I conquered?'"
"Not exactly," replied the de'egate
who changed his mInd,"That Is what
I was going to say, but I modiifed it
to T came, I was seen, I concurred "
"You are always giving advice,'
said the impatient person.
"Well." replied the sentient friend,
"you ought to be thankful that I gave
you the results of my experience In
stead of asking you to listen to the
entire hard-luo- k story."
Mr. Dubb Often when I look up at
the stars In the firmament I cannot
help thinking how small, how lnslg
n lllcant I am.
Miss Keen Indeed! And is it only
then that that thought strikes you
Mr. Dubb?
"What name will you give your new
party?"
"I think I shall call it the sea ser
pent party, because It , manages t
scare a lot of people without furnish-
ing any conclusive proof of Its exist
ence."
"What makes you think your con
gressman is such a smart farmer?"
Because," replied Farmer Corn-
tossel, "he made a habit of glvin' all
them garden seeds away Instead o'
tryin to raise somethin" for em him
self.
"If I give you a meal will ' you do
some work in the garden?"
"Yes mum. I'll work at me regular
occupation."
"What Is your occupation?"
"Chasln" snails out of flower beds.
mum,"
"So you say you're an old-tim- e sail
or. Did you ever have any accidents
while at sea?"
once, mum, I dropped a bowl of
hot soup In an old lady's lap."
lummy went out to dine at a
friend's house one evening. When the
Boup was brought Tommy did not
touch his and the hostess, looking
over, said:
"Why, Tommy, dear, what's the
matter? Aren't you hungry tonight?"
"Yes," replied Tommy, "I'm quite
hungry, but I'm not thirsty."
BOBBED GRANDMOTHER;
HE IS NOW IN JAIL
HENRY CRANFORD, OF ESTANCIA
VALLEY, ARRESTED IN
ALBUQUERGUE.
Albuquerque, N. FM., July 25. His
ambition to become a cowboy and
gun man temporarily dampened, Wil-
liam Henry Cranfprd, 13 years old,
who. halls from Hyer, N. iVX., ia In the
city jail, having been arrested by the
Police last night as a vagrant1 When
arrested by Policeman Guavara
Cranford wore a small .22 caliber re
volver, which rested in a fancy leath-e- r
hostler, and had in his possession
15.50 and a few trifles which he had
purchased after his arrival here Tues-
day night Questioned by the police
Cranford .admitted being a runaway
from big grandmother's home in Hyer,
Cranford ran away, he said today, be-
cause he was mistreated fey, his rela-
tives. Before1 Jeavihjjr the old home-
stead the 'boy' 6tole'20 from his
grandmot'n and also stole several
dollar. orth of merchandise from
Bro & Hadlock's general merchan- -
?he store in Hyer. Chief of Police
McMillin today notified the auttfiurt
ties at Hyer of Crahford's defwlion.
It, Is likely that the boy will 'be sent
to the reform school at springer. He
Is practically an orphan, his father
dying several yars afe, and being
later deserted by his Mother. Cran-
ford 18 a good sized boy and apparent-
ly possessed by a determined charac-
ter. He was preparing to leave for
Roswell where he Ihoped to become a
cowboy, when arrested by the po-
lice last night
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HEAD OF AMERICAN COLLEGE
CELEBRATES HIS TWENTY-FIFT- H
ANNIVERSARY
Rome, July 23. In the chapel
where 25 years ago he was ordained
a priest, the Rt Rev. Thomas F. Ken-
nedy, the popular and distinguished
rector of the American college in
Rome, today celebrated mass and re-
ceived the congratulations of a host
of friends and admirers on the occa-
sion of his sacerdotal jubilee. The
pope and practically all of the mem
bers of the Sacred college 'estdent in
Rome, together with a boat of other
high officials at the Vatican were
among those who offered tfair con
gratulations to Bishop Kennedy, and
in addition the American prelate re
ceived a bundle of felicitous messages
from his personal friends among the
clergy and laity of the Roman Catho
lic church In the United States.
Few churchmen in Rome, outside
of the limited circles of high Vatican
officials, enjoy a wider measure of
fame than the rector of the Ameri
can college, and, It is safe to say that
none is more highly esteemed. It
Is now more than ten years since the
late ,Pbpe Leo XIII., largely upon the
recommendation of Mr. Satolli, called
Bishop Kennedy to Rome to fill the
rectorship of the North American
'
college.
Previous to (his appointment as rec-
tor of the college the young Ameri
can prelate was connected with St.
Charles Theological seminary, near
Philadelphia.. Mgr. Satolli, at that
time apostolic delegate to the United
States, visited the seminary and was
particularly impressed with the work
being carried on there by Mgr. Ken
nedy. The apostolic delegate declared
that nowhere in America bad be seen
a training school for priests so close-
ly approaching the models and high
standards established in Rome.
Bishop Kennedy has met with
equal success In his rectorship of the
North American college, which is now
conceded to be the most important
of the foreign colleges in Rome
From the beginning of his service he
has distinguished himse)' by his bust
npBa abnitv. his sovfirnine nnwdr. h1
large nutnber of visitors from the
United States.
The attendance at tin college has
increased beyond all precedents. The
students have been more successful
than ever before in their competition
with the students of other colleges
at the propaganda. The rector has
won the admiration and commenda
tion not only of the various cardinals
with whom he comes In contact but
especially the heads of the various
congregations, of the cardinal secre-
tary of state and of the Holy Father.
All those acquainted with what is
going on in high Vatican spheres
(know that Bishop Kennedy is per-
sona gratlssima at headquarters and
that he is considered to deserve a
high distinction, but he remains rec-
tor of the American ' college. It is
said, chiefly to gratify the desire of
the Pope that he should remain long-
er than any of his predecessors at
the head of the institution.
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No young woman, in the Joy of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the fhysj-ca- l
ordeal she is toundergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
she bestows upon herself during the
dting months. Mother's Frier
w'epares the expectant mother's sys-
tem for the coming event, and Its USd
makes her. comfortable durlfis kfi the
term. Itworks witfe for nature.
and by gradually expanding all tis-
sues, musclfe and tendons, inTblved,
and keying the breasts in good con-
ditio, brings the woman to the crisis
is splendid physical condition. The
baby, too Is more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's, Bnpr'eiiJ
function. No better advice 'coali ba
given a young expectant. mother than
that 'she us9 Mother's Friend; it Is a
medicine that has proven its value
in thousands of
sases. 'Mother's TS?nTfr- -
Friend is sold at L IJI HSLll $
Write for free
book for expect-
ant mothers which contains tnuch
valuable Information, and ma-- a SUg.gestions of a helpful nature.
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
MODEL 59 T
Whalen, & Fowler Prcps
During the summer months moth
ers of young children should watch,
tor any unnatural looseness of
When given prompt attention
at this time serious trouble may b
avoided. Chamberlain's Colic, Chol-
era and Diarrhoea Remedy can al-
ways be depended upon. For sale by
all dealers.
Buy It now. Chambenaln'B Colic,Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy la
most certain to bo needed before the,
summer Is over. Buy it now and be.
prepared for such an emergency. Foi
oy an aeaierf,
Surplus ,
$50,000.00
NOSKINS, CtlfclM,
8
Phone Mailt 344,
Dysentery is always serious and of-
ten a dangerous disease, but It can be
cured. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured it
even when malignant and epidemic.
For sale by all dealer
For soreness of the muscles, wheth-
er Induced by violent exercise or in-jury, there la nothing better than
Chamberlain's Liniment This lini-
ment also relieves ' rheumatic pains.For sale by all dealers.
Old papers for saw. optic prnoa
!
LAS VEGAS
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i mnes; tmebio Bianco, 2Z
I jffipzuma, 23 miles, and Man
I rings with its orchard of un- -
n age, which is still bearing as
fine and delicious fruits as any young
orchard in the country. These trees
are known to have 'borne fruit for a
period of 200 years and still bearing.
Mountainalr is almost in the center
of these marvelous scenes, and it is
the desire of the management to se-
cure a large atendance to this as-
sembly to give tourists and visitors
an opportunity to enjoy a trip to
these historic places, that they may
better appreciate the archaeological
feature of the Chautauqua, Next Sat-
urday will be Archaeological day here
and a large crowd will be expected,
as low rates will be allowed on all
roads.
One of the most Interesting feat-
ures of this place and (community
will be the study of the ancient ruins
found In these deserted towns of
centuries ago. Buildings intended as
structures of defense, built of adobe,
with portholes In the sides and
strong walls, which sufficed at that
time, before modern warfare was
known. Mountainalr enjoys the dis-
tinction of being In the center of this
group of Interesting ruins and any
on visiting at this time will receive
Interesting information on these sub-jects for a smaller cost than in any
other way. '
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WITH THE B0XER9
Bill Pape received 6,2(K for slip-
ping the haymaker to Marcel Moreau'
in France recently. Pretty soft coin
for Willie.
Tommy Burns will try
for another start In the boxing game,
when he takes on Bill Rickard at Sas-
katoon, August 8, '
Mike (Twin) Sullivan says that he
received fine treatment "down east"
and contemplates another trip to the
Maritime provinces in the .near fu-
ture.
. Spider Kelley believes that Sam
Langford Is the boy able to slap Jack
Johnson for the count. The Spider
watched the champion closely In his
fight, with Flynn and Is now con-
vinced that the Boston Tar Baby can
turn the trick.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wni. G. Ha) don
II. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Interest Paid on Deposis
have failed. Why don t you try itlERADFIELD RECUUTOR CO., A &,
- VEGAS DAILV OPTIC, THURSDAY, JVLf 25, 1912,
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FOOD INSPECTORS
MOST OE REAL
iug with an employe or a aieat pack-
ing and tallow rendering establish-
ment that maintained an isolated
plant of the Meadows. The employe
remarked that there was a portion
of the plant from which the puohc
and most of the employes were ex-
cluded. The newspaper mans curios-
ity was aroused and he attempted
SHETLAND PONIES
SHIPPED TO
ENGLAND
NEW PRODUCT OF AMERICAN AG-
RICULTURE PROMISES TO
BE PROFITABLE.
Chicago, July 25. A new product
V
of America's agriculture has beeuiThev noint nut that ik..,
r
of. At that time the "Inde
pendent" .refiners outdid even the
sugar truet In the pro-
cess to which prices were treated t.nd
at one time mulcted wholesalers to
the tune of seven and a bait cents a
pound for their sugar suv-ies- or fif-
ty cents a hundred more than even
Hi trust demanded. This action only
a few months ago which transferrei
'aat sums from the pockets of the
public to those of the refiners causes
dealers here to view with cynicism
the present efforts of the refiners to
secure free raw sugar on the plea
that it will benefit the consumer.
reason is found In the fact that the
coming into the market of the home-
grown beet sugar or whicu Chicago'
is the main distributing point was the
thing that broke the reliners' stran-
glehold upon the public iast fall by
bringing down .prices and- - that the
present effort to bring about the free
admission of foreign grown sugar is
inspired by a desire on ihe part of
the refining Interests lo rid them-
selves of this competition by the de-
struction of the domestic beet and
cane Industrie
Canadian Immigration.
That immigration to Canada cannot
be checked was a conviction with the
trade extension committee from Chi-
cago when the members returned
from a big swing through the western
provinces. The banquets and other
public attentions given the Chicago
delegation along their route helped to
make a profound .impression, for en-
thusiasm among the Canadian busi
ness men was high, stimulated by thi
flood, of new settlers pouring in, and
by the bumper crop prospect At Cal
gary, the banquet given the Chicago
visitors became a celebration of the
completion of a pipe-lin- e by which
natural gas under eight hundred
pounds pressure has been made avail-
able for heating and lighting), cutting
the cost in two. During the banquet
at Calgary, Chairman E. E. Gore of
the Chicago delegation attributed the
great strides made by cities and agri-
cultural regions of Western Canada
to the team work of the cities, and of
other agencies. In reply, J. S. Den-
nis, assistant to the president of the
Canadian Pacific, and in general
charge of colonization, referred to the
thousands of settlers from the United
States who are crossing into Canada,
saying it would be impossible to
check the emigration, giving for a
reason that When an Anic'irat sees
a good thing .ie g jh afto- - it in Can.
ada, he said, good land is cheap, the
schools excel! sat, and la-- srd order
the rule. 1 1n tra le boosters went
north
.
to Edmonton and returned
through Saskatoon and Moose Jaw.
Mechanical Stops for Trains
The need of mechanical means to
stop trains became the conspicuous
feature in the Inquiry in Chicago into
the wreck on tha Burlington at West-
ern Springs, when signals either were
not seen or obeyed and the fast mail
dashed into the halted Denver Flyer.
Coroner Hoffman's dnqulries during
the hearing, and his Investigation out-
side, disclosed the fact that although
the steam roads have not adopted this
protection, the automatic train stop
has been developed to tie .point of
great simplicity, effectiveness, cer-
tainty and inexpensiveness. Coroner
Hoffman learned from C. F. Rosa of
Chicago, the present status of the
train stop which he tested and found
to meet all the requirements of the
1
The
New
Perfection
Toaster
Anyone, even a
boy or girl, can
make toast on the
Blew Perihelion
Oil Ccok-stov- c
added to the exports of the country
through a shipment of Shetland pou
les to England. It was like carrying
coals to Newcastle, whicn ror the lasi
two centuries has been looked upon
among Che things, impossible. The
pottles were for use In the coal mines
of England and Wales, but the tact
that it was found necessary to Import
horse power for the mines was due to
the new prosperity in Argentine In
South America the supply of ponies
for boys and girls of Europe has been
drawn upon so heavily by the parents
of Argentine, that when a new law
was passed In England prohibiting
the use of any but male pon'ea Jn the
mine pits, the mine owners found
their only supply on a pony farm
near Chicago, owned by Theodore S.
Simpson of Aurora. When he first
began breeding Shetland ponies all of
the supply was imported from the
Shetland Islands, Scotland and Eng-
land, but pony breeding has made
such astonishing strides because of
the ready market, high prices and
handsome profits of that novel form
of agriculture that pony breeding (has
become an industry of imposing pro
portions. American breeders have
been unusually successful in this as
in other lines. "The English miners
prefer ponies that are only 38 inches
high and cannot use any that are over
43 Inches high,", Mr. Simpson said.
"This new market makes the present
the best time we ever saw for eft
gaging in the. Shetland pony business
as we are able to get prices that com-
pare favorably with those for horses
and yet can keep six ponies on the
feed required for a big horse. In one
Instance a
.pair of stallions about 42
Inches high were sold to Alfred. Van-detrbl- lt
for 2,500 by an Illinois
breeder."
Sugar" Goes Up.
With the opening of the canning
and preserving season anxious in-
quiries as to the probable range of
sugar prices during, the next few
months are coming to the big grocery
houses of Chicago from housewives
who recall the advance to record-breakin- g
heights that took place in
the cost of this commodity last sea
son just at the time when they were
putting up their winter's supply of
jellies and jams. The retailers, and
even the wholesalers, are unable to
"give any satisfactory response to
these questions as they are forced to
admit that the price Which they them-
selves have to pay is fixed In New
York, the refining center, and that
they never know more tnan a week
In advance what it will be. The gen-
eral opinion, however, ds that the use-
ful household sweetener is not likely
to sell this season at the prices it
commanded a year ago when the re-
finers were able to take advantage
of a general shortage in the crop to
boost rates to levels hitherto unheard
' J
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Railway Signal association. Ills ser.
vice tests showed that the equipment
brings a heavy train to a stop without
Jar and ju a third Bhorter distance
than the engineer can stop It.
PLAYS AND PLAYER8
''ft.Harry Woodruff is to appear In a
.
(
owujou.
fiorence ziegneia, jr., as started,
work on "The Follies or 1912.
Corinne Is soon to appear In a play-
let culled "The Dressmaker's Bill.'
Mrs. Brown. Potter is to make her
a pearance upon the London stag?.
Frank Mclutyre will be In the new,'
musical comedy "Her Left Shoulder."!
Uonel Walsh is to be starred by
Werba and' Lueecher In a new. play
next season.
Harry Clark has been engaged as a
member of the cast of "Tantalizing
Tommy."
Martin Harvey, the English actor,
is to appear as Hamlet in Ijndon
next season.
A new musical comedy is called
"The Love Maid!" The composer is
Edward Rosenbaum, Jr.
Richard Dennett will be under the
management of the Llebler company
the coming' season.
Isabella Evesson Is now associated
with Melbourne McDowell in "The
Sheriff and the Widow."
The Schuberts announce that they
have changed the name of "The Night
Birds" to "The Merry Countess."
'"Fanny's First Play," by Bernard
Shaw, will be. given in America with
the original London company.
Charles Frohman is to produce in
September a new comedy by Cosmo
Hamilton, entitled "Plain Brown."
Tom Lewis' season as a star In
George M. Cohan's "Yankee Prince"
will begin early in September in Bat
timore.
The publishers of David Graham
Phillips' last novel, "The Price She
Paid," are negotiating for Its drama-
tization. '
John Cort Is to produce a satirical
farce called "The Richest Man in the
World," by Arthur Gillespie and Col-
lin Davis.
Edwin Brandt, a member of the
"Garden of Allah" company, is la
summer vaudeville In a sketch en.
titled "Fool's Gold.'
"Ready Money," the farce wait
succeeded so well In Chicago rocen
ly, is to have a production in Now
York In September..
Eddie Foy, heretofore one
Charles Dillingham's stars, has com
under the management of Werba and
Luescher recently.
William Courtenay has been engag
ed by H. H. Frazee to create th
principal role in James Montgomery'i
comedy "Ready Money," when that
play opens at the Maxlne Elliott thea- a
ter, New York; on August 19. Joseph
KUgour, J. H. Bradbury, Leo Don.
nelly, Scott Cooper and Henry Miller
Jr., will also play important parts in
this comedy.
I
In these days of high cost of living,
a medicine that gets a man up out
of bed and able to work in a tew days
is a valuable and welcome remedy ItJohn Heath, Michigan Ba. Cal.. bad
kidney and bladder trouble.
confined to his bed, unable to turn
without help. "I commenced using
Foley Kidney Pills and can truly
say i was reioleved at once." Ills ex
ample is worth following. O. Q
fanaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
RICHEST BACHELOR'S BRIDE.
Newport, ti. i., July 25. A new
mark for lavishness and splendor is
expected to be set for Newport so-
ciety by the entertainment Mf. and
Mra Paul A. Andrews wilt give to.
morrow evening, at their summer in
(home here, to introduce formally
their daughter, Margaret. The cot gotage colony is intensely interested
in the debut, for Miss Margaret is
one of the acknowledged belles of
Newport this season. In fact, she has
almost
.monopolized public attention In
especially since it was noticed that
young Vincent Astor, America's rich
est bachelor, was exceedingly fond of
her company. During his visit to
Newport before leaving tor Europe
young Astor paid devoted attention he
to Miss Andrews The fact that Vin
(ocent Astor's most intimate friend,
young Hermann Oelrichs, is also a
devoted attendant upon the young
lady (has added interest to the situa and
tion, and it would not oe surprising
if sporty young Newport would soon
be laying wagers on the result of the was
contest between the two "millionaire any
kids" for the heart and hand of the
fair Miss Margaret
George L. Hlgble, Manton, JV.lch.,
used Foley Kidney Pills for kidney
and bladder trouble. He says: "1
find for my case no other medicine
equals Foley Kidney pills for bene-
ficial effect." They are a safe and
reliable medicine for kidney trouble big
ana rneumatism. Contain no are
little for him. He Is so sure so sure,
though, that I eare for him."
Hilton groaned as he heard the last
But he listened
"You don't suppose our chauffeur Is
ill, do you? I Just heard him make a
funay noise."
"No, be was clearing his throat.
Alice, please look at the matter ser-
iously. It It the biggest thing in the
world to me. Give me a bit of encour-
agement."
"Sidney, as 1 have said, I like you,
and it wouldn't take much to change
the I and the (1 for o and no
wait, not here!"
Hilton shut his teeth. His mind was
firm. It she started to give Farland
a definite answer, be would chuck the
machine Into the ditch; ,
There was silence a moment, then
she said: "Sidney. I guess I might as
well say "
Then she screamed, and Farland
shouted. Hilton brought the big car
up in the ditch with a Jerk, and im-
mediately feH to rubbing his right
wrist "Pardon but I have a cramp
in my wrist." He moved around,
doubled up, and gasping. "I guess
you'll have to drive this car back,
sir," he gasped to Farland where the
other stood evidently swearing under
his breath. "This puts my arm--out
of commission!"
Well, get in confound it!" Far- -
land said. ,
Hilton, still bent over with anguish,
climbed into the seat beside the driv-
er's and oft they whirled.
Not a word was spoken, but Farland
looked at him once as if he would
like to have cracked his skull; and
Hilton was thankful that the big gog
gles hid bis face.
When near the business section
she asked Hilton it he felt better, and
Hilton Immediately agreed, with the
result that they changed places, Far-lan- d
going into the back seat. But
Hilton knew that Farland bad missed
his opportunity.
At the corner from , which they
turned ,up the Avenue she ordered Hil-
ton to stop so that Farland might have
a shorter distance to go to his office,
as she phrased it; and Farland left.
after receiving permission to call that
evening.
Up the Avenue to her door they
swept He brought the machine to a
standstill and sat quiet staring straight
ahead. The footman came hurrvine
down, and to Hilton's surprise was or
dered back.
When the do6r closed, out of the
corner of bis eye he saw the dainty
figure step around beside him, and a
bomb greater than any that ever ex-
ploded in a man's knowledge blew up
right there.
Glenn Hilton, aren't you ashamed
of yourself?"
Sad muslo, please, he said to him
self, then to her "For heaven's sake,
Alice,. don't scold me; I've suffered as
never did before." Her face was
calm and cold.
I did this to help out Gleason:
there wasn't a man available up there,
il didn't know you were going to ask
Farland; and I didn't suppose you
would recognize me!"
She looked at his begoggled face
still coldly, though there was a strain
ed appearance about her expression.
He went on hastily, "But I've learn
ed the truth."
Then she laughed as if Immensely
pleased. "Why, foolish. I knew it was
yo from the moment you appeared
and whirled that car up as only you
can; then those little teeny, kinky
curls under your cap a woman's eyes
can see. You didn't fool me a mo--,
ment."
Then her face softened, strangely,
wonderfully. "It was foolish of you
to run the car into the ditch when you
aid tor I was going to say '
"What?" he gasped.
She slipped back from the machine
to the steps. Something in the glint
of her eyes, the poise of her figure,
made him grip the wheel tight
"Just opposite what I shall say to
you, if you will come up tonight thirty
minutes after Farland." Then she
A few motor-cop- s eyed the big tour-in- g
car that came down the avenue
keenly, and peeked at shining Instru-
ments, quickly; at the garage corner,
a few pedestrians breathed prayers of
relief where they did not curse volubly
and soulfully; a moment later the
manager of the Avenue Garage waa
begging for mercy as a big six-fo-
pounded "him in the back, and called
him endearing names, punctuated with
words of gratitude.
Lepers In Revolt.
Japan is having a great many
strikes Just now, but perhaps the
strangest Is that of the lepers at
Kameyama hospital, Tokio. The hos-pit-
was founded and is conducted bv
society of French monks, and con-
tains about three hundred' leper na- -
tlents. The costs of the establishment
are paid by voluntary subscriptions
and by the sale of the produce of the
hospital garden and handiwork of the
patients. The latter receive no Dav--
ment for their services, beyond their
board, lodging and medical attendance
and a small sum for pocket money,
which is calculated at the rate of a
farthing a day. Recently the lepersdemanded an Increase in their pocket
money allowance to a half-penn- y a
day, and on the refusal of the father
superintendent they struck work, and
over a hundred escaped from the hos-
pltat by night by climbing over the
wall. They were subsequently recap-
tured by the "local police and recon-
ducted to the care of the monks.
In
Bacon Why do the hens go to roost
early?
Egbert To get some rest. Havent
you noticed how early the roosters
begin crowing?
A MISTAKE
AND A MISS
By ARTHUR W-- PEACII
(Copyright, 1K12, by Associated Uumn
t'ZZ, C 7 " U"ag"an anxious face from the
telephone. He looked .cross at the
neat, well-dresse- d young fellow loung-
Ing In his office.
"By George! I'm in for tt!
agreed to have my best driver here for
a party this afternoon, and I haven't
got a man on the place; and here's a
call from the best customer I hT8
can't go myself."
The young fellow straightened up
Look not to worried, Gleason, why
wouldn't I do?"
The manager stared, then his anx
lous face eased. "Hilton, if you will
do this for me, I'll be your slave for
the next decade. But If you go, re-
member you aren't driving that big
speeder of yours, and forget, too, that
you are the only son of a multi-mi-l
Jionaire, and remember that you aren't
to talk unless you're asked to. But If
you will help me out I will remember
it, I assure you."
"Oh, I'm game; it's a new kind of a
lark; and I will remember."
A little later, as he seated himself
in the big touring car, in a snug chauf-
feur's uniform, he turned to Gleason.
"I guess I'll keep the goggles on, so If
I should happen to meet some of my
mends. Now where is itT'
"1987 Fk-B-t avenue '
What! Why, man alive, there's
where a girl lives whom I have been
trying to convince that I am Just the
right age to marry. Jephosaphat! I
don't know about this "
"Well, don't take the chance then
Hilton sat up. "Take a chance I
never let one go by. So long.'"
- The big car murmured out of the
roadway Into the smooth avenue and
he sent it humming down the broad
street. He knew that he would have
to play his cards well to escape
for the eyes of Alice Vernon,
gentle and blue as they were, were
keen. ' If she discovered him masquer-
ading at her expense, he thought to
himself, 'it would be one long good-
night with an exclamation point in
heavy type. He drew his heavy gog-
gles far down over his eyes, sunk as
much of his six feet as he "could Into
the seat, drew the hat down until it
hid the kinks in his hair, and drew
up In front of the residence of Senator
Vernon.
A maid had evidently been on the
watch, for in a few minutes the trim,
girlish figure of the girl, he loved came
lightly down the broad steps, and was
handed into the car by the footman.
Hilton thanked his Btars that she gave
him not a glance. His hand went to
the brakes, then caused on her order.
Hilton swore softly and tenderly un-
der his breath; for coming serenely to-
ward him was his most earnest rival,
Sidney Farland. , Hilton wondered
what was going to happen; he found
out. A sweet voice behind him said:
"Good morning, Sidney, I am going for
little spin out and back; are you
going down?"
Hilton hoped- - to heaven that he
never appeared so eager for an Invita-
tion or accepted one as eagerly as Far-lan-
did
They rolled off, Farland chatting be
hind In his eager, impetuous way, and
Hilton, himself, humped1 down in his
tent feeling like swearing impetuously.
was a pretty acting
as chauffeur for a sweetheart and a
Aval.
He listened to the merry chatter be
hind him, and the gall in bis thoughts
grew bitter. He, himself, even came
up for a topic of conversation, and she
ald little, Farland very industriously
went on to nmnllfv Into llttlo Hototio
the miserable story that he had heard
was going the rounds about htm all a
He. Hilton was sure he had found out
"vho was industrious in spreading It:
but the thought did not Berve to
xweeten his viewpoint on life.
As they drew near the streets lead
ing to the business section, Hilton was
hopes that Farland would ask to be
dropped, but far from It, and the next
thing he knew, she was asking him to
with her on the spin..
They whirled out onto the smooth
Mate road. Jt was a glorious day
Just the kind of a day to make hearts
beat faster, especially hearts that are
love.
Hilton heard the voices behind him
Srow a little lower atter a while; un-
der this rules he should have been bus-
ily thinking of other things; but his a
consciencfi did not trouble him, and he
listened with all the power of hearing
'could muster.
There was no doubt about it, he said
htmBelr, f arland was going to pro-
pose to her. The thought sent a chill
through him. Alice had not been very
kind toward him the last few weeks,
he had heard that Farland had
good show. Softly he beard the
voices running on behind him.
All there Is to it, Alice," Farland
saying, "I care more for you than
other girl in the world. I am In a
position to prove that One thing is
certain: There is no one else who
does love you as I do," he added earn- -
stly. '
A sweet clear voice said: "Well, I
have others, you know. There is Glenn
HiltonT"
Pooh! HeT" Alice, he cares for
nothing except a clear road and that
French racer of his. Besides, there so
other reasons why he doesn't
Yes, I know. Ktally, I care very
.
S LEOTIIS
IT REQUIRES CLEVER WORK TO
GET PROOF AGAINST S
OF THE LAW.
Washington, July 2D. Uncle Sam
has forty inspectors constantly em
ployed in running down violators of
the pure food and drugs law Walter
G. Campbell, a young attorney-scientis- t
of the bureau of chemistry, is
their chief. The vide::c9 procured bf
the inspectors is presonte-- fo ibe
pure food board, which cecides wheth-e-r
or not suit shall be brought.
A large element la the enforcement
of the law is the analysis of samples
and examination of labels. The. one
is to determine whether the product
im pure; the other is to ascertain
whether it is misrepresented to the
purchaser.
If the pure food board decides tlhat
the case shall be prosecuted it is
turned over to the department of Jus-
tice, and the local United States dis-
trict attorney Is instructed to pro
ceed. The Inspector produces the evl
dence upon which the suit is' brought.
Aside from this there is the proced
ure of seizure and destruction of un
fit goods that may be resorted to
Here the violator merely loses the
value of the goods.
These forty inspectors look after
milk shipped from one state to an
other, canned goods, beverages, medi
cines all not of local manufacture
that goes into people's stomachs; ex
cept all meats, which are handled by
another Inspection service.
A certain dealer in liquors in Chi-
cago was suspected of counterfeiting
foreign wines. He actually Imported
a certain amount, probably 6 per cent
of all he sold. With this as a nuc
leus he manufactured the imitation
goods and also duplicated bottles and
duplicate labels. His customers were
unable to distinguish between the
Imported and the homemade product
His own product cost him less, and
he was therefore able to undersell nls
competitors.
An inspector disguised himself and,
knowing something of the Dusiness,
got employment from the dealer. He
personally crated some of the wine
that he himself haa helped to manu
facture and personally saw to its ship
ment into Michigan. He nad marked
the bottles. When it was on its way
he resigned his Job and started m
pursuit He recovered the shipment
from the man t'o whom it was assign-
ed and bis case was complete.
In a certain central west city there
was a large dealer who maintained
a high class establishment that hand
led eggs prepared out of the siiiell for
food purposes, in another nearby
ctly was a man who purported to deal
only in eggs as tanning material. ' He
bought large quantities of question
able eggs at reduced prices and sup
posedly converted them .nto this tan-
ning material. The dealer first named
never bought anything but high class
eggs. There seemed no reason,
therefore, why his product should not
be all that was expected of it The
inspection were ab'e to examine the
eggs be received and knew them to
be good. They were able also to get
access to the' material he sold and
knew some of that to be bad. ' For a
long time they were puzzzled. Final
ly they discovered that the second
man who supposedly used bad eggs
for tanning purposes, was selling less
of this material that would have been
provided by the quantity of eggs that
he was buying. They iqund also that
the prices he was paying for the ques-
tionable eggs were higher than would
have been warranted by the market
prices of the tanning material.
The Inspectors now suspected that
the two dealers were working in col-
lusion. They were perm.tted to In-
spect certain eggs that were con-
signed to the dealer in tanning ma-
terial. Whenever tney went to in-- 1
spect a consignment of these eggs
they did so with mucn advance prepa
ration. They carrieo. in their pock
ets substitute eggs which they placed
In the squares of certain eggs that
were to find, their way into the deal
er's establishment. These substituted
eggs had previously been treated with
lithium Iodide, valuable because of
the colors it shows in the spectro
scope. If the egg material that had
gone into ' the first establishment
were found coming out of the second
the case would be established. The
search was for lithium iodide. They
found it in the eggs that were being
used as a food, proving that they
were coming from the foul produce
that was being prepared, ostensibly
for use in the tanning of gloves.
A reporter in New Jersey was talk-- 1
without success to go into the prohib-
ited portion of it He Informed ona
of the federal pure food men, but be
also waa denied access.
Another Inspector, a young Harvard
graduate, was called In, and in tha
garb o a laborer he got a Job driving
the dead horse wagon for the estab-
lishment
This establishment purported to
gather up the meat scraps from res-
taurants and convert it, in part at
least, into tallow for making candles,
but as a side line it bought maimed
and spavined horses and converted
them Into corned horse to be export
ed to Holland, where horse meat is
regarded as a perfectly good food.
The Inspector-drive- r found that all of
the dead horses came from one end
of New Jersey. He found that at reg
ular intervals large consignments of
prepared meat were conveyed to tha
Hoboken, dock and shipped to Hol
land. Then (he sought for proof that
the meat of the horses that died of
disease found Its way into the con
signments that' were shipped. The
color method was again resorted to.
When the driver of the dead horse
wagon got an order he tipped oif tha
resting place of the animal to another
inspector, who met him there and
they Injected into it potassium iodide,
which remained ' Invisible until it
came into contact with another chem-ica- l,
when it showed vivid color,
even when present in only minute
quantities.
But in the meantime the packers
got suspicious. The mspctors had
taken into their confidence a local
health authority. They waited in
vain for the shipment Then ihey
turned the case over to the etate au--
thorltles, who, entering the packing- -
house, found the meat reaoy for shir
ment. The vivid colors appeared tims)
proved it to be made up of the fl In
of the diseased horses that A year
guished; inspector had hauledl Wash- -
conviction was not secured f- - This
the meat had not been sold S for tha
An even more compllcatrying to
faced the inspectors who i '
the government's case
'
in
flour bleachers. The normal' ves
flour la yellpw, but the uHleraypjj
been bleaching it for so long f0rmeP
public has come to demanijj. ro?
white. Wheat when groundST to se--
four grades of materia- l- nartv na- -
clear," "red dog" and "br
heart of the grain of wheat andjtepre--.portion of it Just inside the shl par- -
yellow. That portion between ia of
is nearly pure starch and is, no.Kgedly, nearly white. The mixture Vof
wnoie, wnicn as siigntiy ye low ant
known as "straight" is of groater fooivalue than the white "patent"flour left In its normal condition Its
quality might be Judged by its color.
But, regardless of quality. It is all
bleached to a white. The bleaching
process forms nitrites, which are In
jurious when eaten. The chief claim
of the government, however, is that
It aids in deceiving the public.
The pure food iwpeclors were
called upon to mak out a caie
against the big millers vho were us
ing this bljaihiuer victss. They
w-r- deniM entrance into tne mi'is,
hut eventuai'y gan i lr fc masque- -
lading as amli.'jsry s:..t smm. They
fc lowed ".ha flour t'aat they had seen
Billed and on'c the cars
and into Interface co.uL.ercej ,and
seized it They won their.. case in the
lower courts, but an appeal wiia
granted and the higher court baa not
yet acted.
An increasing number of peopie re
port regularly of the satisfactory re
sults from taking Foley Kidney Pills
and commend their healing and cura-
tive qualities. Foley Kidney Pills
are --a carefully prepared medicine.
guaranteed to contain no harmful or
habit forming drugs. They can have
only a beneficial effect when ed for
kidney and bladder troubles, for
backache, rheumatism, weak back
or lumbago. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store.
GIDEONS GATHER IN ATLANTA.
Atlanta, Ga., July 25. Members of
the order of Gideons, the organization
of "Christian traveling men," are
swarming into Atlanta from all parts
of the country to attend their nation-
al convention. The gathering will
have Its opening tomorrow and will
continue In session several days.
N. J. Gorham, cashier bans ot
Woodville, Woodvllle, Ga., had a rery
severe attack of kidney trouble and
the pains In his kidneys and back
were terrible. "I got a bottle of ol-e- y
Kidney Pills from our druggist
and they entirely relieved me. 1 have
more benefit from them than any out-
er medicine." O. O. Schaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.
They will not bum the toast, and they
will not burn their fingers either, if
they use the New Perfection Toaster.
For toast Or rOastY Acre is no other store that
I is andFor boil or broil ) N2wPerfection 0ahandyCbok-F- or
as
fry or bake J stove.
Every dealer ha the New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e. Hand
somely finished in nickel, with cabinet top, drop shelves, towel racks, etc
Long chimneys, enameled turquoise-blu- e. Made with I, 2 and 3
burners. ' '
Free Cook-Boo- k wilh every stove. Cook-Boo-k also given to
anyone sending 5 cents to cover mailing cost
CONTINENTAlj OIL CO.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Boise, Salt Lake City
drugs, o, O. Shaefer, Red
urug store. 1
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Back of tue frenzied candidacy of LAS VEGAS MANCITY WILL SECURE IIUilATIT4tc pally CDptic
ESTABLISHED 1179.
Roosevelt stand the biggest trusts of
this nation. And they are back of
hiin as offering x a pos&ible agency
whereby William H, Tatt may" be FROM OTHER LOCALITIES BEFORE
punished for his enforcement of the
Published By
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated)
KILLED NEAR
TRINIDAD
shnrmnn which was
RENEWING THE WATER CONTRACT
M. M. PADGETT...; EDITOR
on the statute books ail of the time
that , Roosevelt was president but
whlcih was never enforced until Tatt
came Into office.
o- -
was transacted before the water Ques(Continued From Page One) JOSE GALLEGOS' MANOLED BUOY
,13 FOUND BESIDE RAIL-- ,flOAD TRACKS
SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
tion was taken up. Alderman Kay-Alderman B. P. Forsythe la said to
nolda of the finance committee report
ed that the taking over of the old
ra company, is in operation. He gave
Colorado Springs as a parallel to l as
Vegas in , this respect. Mr. Powers According to
wcrd received from AND
be mighty sore at the Agua Pnra
company for "holding up the people."
Perhaps a few people will rememher
when Mr. Forsythe was rumored to
las Vegas sewer system likely wouldEtuered t the postofflce at Eastt Vegas, New Mexico, for transmls- - Trinidad the dead man whose man $3 .SOCASHEMPRESS Flourbe accomplished In a short time, ashis committee had taken the presca through the United State mail replied that he expected to recslvefigures from Colorado Springs In the
near future. He declared, however.
have been caught by the Agua Pura
gled remains were picked up Tues-
day morning beside the C. & S. rail-
road near Chilli, Colo., Is believed to
a second cl&sa matter. liminary steps. Alderman Hays call KKQULAIt RETAIL VALUB. tta.OOcompany "holding up" that concern
that Colorado Springs is not a paral ed attention to a number of repairs
needed In the streetx On motion the be Jose Gallegos, a resident of thislel case, as that city owns Its own
city. The remains have not been posstreet and alley committee waa Inwaterworks.
It was at this point that the mo itively
identified but the coroner in
Trinidad is engaged ln an effort to S&r "J.K!.'rV'Mok of LAMBEB'S Flmir. Bn4Tiire t. coopon op ,,, mow urn"
for water enough to make his gardens
on the Wft Bide flourish like the pro-
verbial bay tree when he was not sup-
posed to be a customer of the corpo-
ration. He is said to have had a hard
time to explain. , ,
o - -
structed to see that necessary street
work Is done. Mayor Taupert said
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier:
ft Copy v '0S
One Wee !
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One Tear
Dally by Mall
tion of Alderman Forsythe, seconded get the friends and relatives ot Gal H7.City Physician C. C. Gordon has not!by Alderman Wlegand, that the coun
fled property owners that weeds legos to view the body and solve the
myBtery which surrounds the Identityell go
Into executive session, was tar
must be cut at once, as they are aried. All spectators and scribes andAlderman B. F. MoGulre Is said of the man. Gallegos has a father,One Tear W
Blx Montha WO
menace to public health.one or two Pharisees were drivento be dreadfully ".Incensed against the Joseline Gallegos, residing in StonePresent at the meeting were Mayot
F MPRESS know, 1$ that "Mighty-Goo- d
G
Jo Flour that makes Baking a Det.oht
ALL GROCEKS
Trr a Sack You'll Like it.
from the temple and the council,, aloneAgua Pura company on account ot the Taupett, Clerk Tamme and Aldermen wall.The dead man is said to have beenin Its glory, battled with the
water
"prohibitive rates" charged for city
problem.
city water. Mr.'' McGulre Is the Beer Wlegand, Raynolds,
Martin, Forsyth
Hays, Quinn, McGuJre and Stern.'A small amount of routine business
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
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One Year '.. 200
8U Month 1.W
Baron of Las.Vegas.i Has be anything
to do with the prohibitive trice of
TODAY IN CONGRESSbeer In thia enterprising community?
Washington, July 25. Senate: Con Jefferson Eaynoldi President
In Aguilar, Colo., the latter part of
last week. This clew is Terifled by
the fact that the taeater ucket stubs
found on the body were from the
AgaUar theater.
The body was die covered Tuesday
by George Gregory, a ditch rider of
the Model Land and Irrigation com-
pany, lying a few feet from the Colo-
rado and Southern railway. One arm
Hui'ett RaynoiJ Cashiervened at 11 a. m.gCesh In Advance for Mall Subscrip-
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money
Considered wocl tariff revision bill H. Erie Hoke Asm Cashier..E. D. Raynolds
Vice President
Stephao B. Davis Vies President
all who knew him.' He was a good
shepherd and tended his flock well.
We have assimilated some of the
words of cheer and hope which ra-
diated from that pure, white soul
by a kind and loving heart,
that encompassed not only hla im-
mediate flock but all mankind."
BEAUTIFUL TRIBUTE with agreement to vote upon it be
erder. If sent otherwise we will not fore adjournment.
fee responsible for lose.
- TO PASTOR'S LIFE George R. Sheldon, treasurer of the
republican national committee lnSpecimen copies free on applica was broken, the hips crushed and
1908, gave to committee Investigatingtion.
'J the body badly bruised, but it is not
campaign funds his version 'of Edn.n.nrU DFfiPLE OF THE CITY diBfigured to an extent that ,would
prevent identification by one to whomILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
Vn W rj i iHOLD MEMORIAL FOR LATE
REV. W. R. QUIGGIN the dead man was known.THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR.
In addition to the speeches eulo-
gizing the late Dr. Quiggin, there
we're many beautiful musical num-
bers on the program rendered by the
choir of the Christian church under,
the leadership of Mrs. Wallace.
The services were attended by a
large audience, which in Itself was a
i
dj
a
Memorial services to the late Rev
Gallegos was a resident of Las Ve-
gas but a short time, conducting a
dance hall on the West side during
the period around July 4, the time of
W. R. Quiggin, pastor ot the FirstAdvertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
at any newspaper In Northwestern Christian church,
were held last eve
the Johnson-Flyn- n ibout.
...
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Uwdivtdsd- - Profits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac--,
comraodation Within the Scope' of Good Banking.
Interest Paid on Tims Deposits
ward ,H. Haniman's contribution to
the Roosevelt funds of 1904.
Conferees reported a disagreement
with ,the house on battleship program,
which holds up. the naval appropriv
tion bill.
Chairman Burnham of agricultural
committee stated a further confer-
ence on the agricultural appropriation
bill would be held Friday and efforts
made to hasten action. ' '
'House: Convened at noon. ,
General deficiency appropriation
bill reported by Chairman Fitzgerald.
New Mexico.
tribute to the pastor, and indicated
the high regard in which he was held
by the people of this community.
ning ln the Christian Tabernacle, ai
which time many beautiful and ap-
propriate tributes weer paid the
mem-
ory of the beloved pastor. Just one
WANT FACILITIES
Calgary, Alta., July 15. Represen
atj
aba
sor
TELEPHONES
tatives of the grain growers and comBUSINESS OFFICE Main I week before the Rev. .Mr. w KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.Kansas City, Mo July leLogin' mercial interests of Alberta appear...Main 9TSWa DEPARTMENT. had taken part ' In a union piayeconduc -- Receipts 3,500, including ' 1,800 ed before the Dominion railway commeeting In the Baptist churca ana
.
.J.f. r, tnnlrAit was extremely appiui""- mission sitting here today and pre-
sented a formidable array of figures
ranee as
tute will THURSDAY, JULY 25 ,1912.
days. They the first prayer meeting
after nis
death a memorial service to him. ln support of the demand for Increas
southerns. Market strong to 10, cents
higher. Native sterrs 6.009.55;
southern steers $4.256.50; southern
cows and heifers $3.255.50; native
cows and heifers $3.008.50; stackers
and feeders $4.007.00; bulls ?3.75
ed railway and elevator facilities for
Instructive $A.TKUEPBOOUESSlVE
The local i Renresentatives of many oi
me RATHER GO TO HELL
THAN GO TO JAIL
handling the wheat crop this year.
Alberta expects another bumper crop
churches bf the city who had known
Rev. Mr; Quiggin spoke in eulogistic 5.50; calves $4.70 8.25; western this year and It Is desired to avoiddifferent phases oi nterms of the steers 5.508.50; western cows $3.25
every effort ;tejj newspapers re not at
the assembly puIoua ln ttelr methods of
able as possible r T.eaders. They
their Influence upon the
trips to thedv0tl0Il and credulity of tnoge
the car congestion which resulted inlife and work. Rev. B. u. auu,
nf the First Methodist church, 6.00. , a costly delay in moving last year's tRY AN AD. IN THEHogs Receipts 6,000. Market 10 MOUNTAINEERS SO INFORM VIR-GINIA JUDGE REGARDING
A MURDER.
crop to the eastern markets.
cents higher. Bulk of sales $7.70who presided at the meeuue,
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hrtf sketch ot the late pastor's life.
interest to . 4 onjy tte warpeQ and twist.
7.85; neavy $7.557.70; packers andran yuewaages and editorial columns
r'-J-ith-
lrh party press. For It Is a From
thin sketch, which was prepw
a C. W. Jordan, an intimate A. M. Nason, farming
near canaan,butchers $7.657.85; (light $7.75 Jonesville, Va., July 23. The
of Dr. James W. Walden, a lead Me., was badly crippled wltn sciatic7.90; piss $5.756.75. , ,I (u fact that a part of the peo--
"WAIT COLUMNS'!rheumatism due he caya to uric acid OPTIC'SSheep Receipts 6.000. Market ing democrat, last night by Perry in his blood. "Foley Kidney Pillsfriend of Rev. Mr.. Quiggin, It waslearned that Rev. Mr. Quiggin was
corn of earnest Christian parents In
be fooled all the time andIJo ot proof that they are oe-v- n
wm avail to enlighten
entirely cured me and also removed
numerous black speckB that were con
Wallin, a republican leader, has fan-
ned to a threatened outbreak the
smoldering political feua in the Black
April V - "DMo of Man,
steady; muttons ?3.504.50; lambs
J5.507.00; range wethers and year-
lings $3.255.50; ranges western
$2.503.00.
tinually before my eyes." Foley Kidfine and d I -
ney Pills are a uric acid solvent andorchard Inof his favorite forms of de- - was educated In the
Academy. For ten years he
was pas- -
tnr ln Manchester and his pastorate
Water district. All through the dis
trict the clans are lining up.
are effective for the various forms
of rheumatism. O. G. Shaefer, Redare knowi "bracticed by the third party
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE Cross Drug Store. ,vrri&,fM&, to allege that the republi- - The coming trial-o- l 200 mountainthere was followed by a pas New York, July 25. Stocks today eers charged with vote selling is caus
continued their erratic movements oftorate at Southport.
secretary A. R. Marwick of the T,
Jl0UDcan3 are "standpatters" who are op-o- f
posed to any change or reform that
tlf will benefit the people. As a matter
ing the authorities to make preparathe early week. Leaders displayed tion for the protection of the courtnr n a . In a well written paper,
of truth, the republican party Is and and jury. They fear an outbreak pari v
t
further hesitancy, while the special-
ties recorded gains and losses. The
recent rise in General Electric, which
referred to Mr. Quiggin's beautiful
Cristlan character, spoke ot the loss alleling the tragedy at Hillsville last THE LAST WEEK OF OURalways has been a party of progress,It has never stood still and Its lead' March.that the church and community u
sustained and of his Interest In theers are advocates of reforms and pro Judge Skeen got a message from
gained three additional points in to-
day's early dealings, was explained the mountains reading:"
association. -
Tfarl ShOWalter. WhO IS BUpenu-
-
"There are 38 In our tarty. Before
we will submit to going to jail we
will die and go to Heil."
Sunday school of thetendent of the
mm im
by advices from Boston anouncing a
large stock dividend. The stock im-
mediately sold under yesterday's
chse on publication of the t.ows
soon rallied.
Westinghouse, another electrical
security with extra dividend pros-
pects, pursued a similar course. Na
Christian church and who was m
Intimately associated with Mr. Quig-
gin ln church work, spoke ot his In DON'T FAIL TOCOME IN BEFORE THIS SALE CLOSES
gressive measures that have kept ful--
ly abreast of the demands of our na--
tional life.
The great difference between the
progressiveness ot the republican
$arty and the progressive-
ness ot the Bull Moose followers Is
that the republicans believe In build-
ing up Instead ot tearing down. It
Is characteristic of Roosevelt that he
would swing Mb big stick and destroy
the vital elements of social order,
terest ln the children and young peo JAY BIDE ENDS IN
DEATH FOR WOMAN
ple, his love for the Sunday scnooi
and his special qualifications pirr15 TO 33; PER CEDT 0!teacher of the Gospel,
r. L. Batchelor, a prominent mem-
tional Biscuit and International Pa-
per common and , preferred were
heavy. Bonds were steady.. Prices
showed general improvement in the
late afternoon under the lead of the
Hill stocks, which were purchased on
her of the Christian church, touching-
- TWO MEN COMPANIONS ARE IN-
JURED IN A DENVERiv referred to the late Dr. quiggmleaving the future to take care of It-
self. He has no settled program and to call special attention to the values offered below. Know- -SMASHUP. wErwork as pastor ana iu i""1""no constructive policy. He imagines g the quality we always maintain; surely you cannot afford tobereavement caused Dy ms uo..u. favorable crop news. Union Pacific
that if he can bring about a Condition ttev. Mr. Griswold eulogized Mr. Denver, July 25.: One woman was let this sale go by without getting your share of the good tilings.of chaos he will be able to recon-
struct a government to his own lik
Quiggin aSi a fatihful, sincere and
earnest preacher of the Gospel and
killed and three men were injured
early' today when an automobile in
and other standard railway shares
profited In lesser degree and tinere
was a rally in Steel.
The market closed dull but strong.
1
which they, with two other women,ing. There is not a single reform of
a national kind advocated by the third were returning from a roadhouse onIn the final hour the buying move
exhorted those present to profit ny nis
instruction. Dr. Griswold also spoke
of the Importance of being prepared
tnr sudden death.
termers that cannot be brought about Sand Creek overturned near Forty-ment assumed more vigorous propor
ty the republican party with a maxi fifth and Wewatta streets in North
Dr. Alice "Rice told' how she had Denver. 'The dead woman has beenmum of benefit and a minimum of
economic loss, it is not necessary
tions, extending to 3 points in Great
Northern preferred, two each m
Northern Pacific, Union, Pacific and
Reading, and a point or over m some
identified as Mrs. Edith Kelly, whobeen impressed by Ms Christian cnar-
-
lived near Thirteenth and 'Stoutacter, believing from the first m nis
streets, and is said also to have beenearnestness, and sincerity. .She. men other shares. General toiectric, now- -
for republicans to follow Theodore!
Itoosevelt out of tne party in order
to achieve any needed reform.
The republican party has enacted
many new laws calling for important
known as Madeline Baugh.tioned a short address, wnicn ne nau ever, yielded all its gain with some
The injured are: Fred Grahcm,recessions elsewhere.given at the prayer meeting a Week
ago on "Abiding' Chrlsf as-'- 'being
15 PER CENT 1- -4 OFF 4 nrr to$tt $io to.si2.50
Off" Complete Line " J Ul I DRESSES DRESSES
of Women's
Entire Stock of
, 'k SiIe( Your Choice "Ribbed LL
SHOES UNDERWEAR .; 'L $1$m2B '$G.G9 '
WOMEN S
1-
-2 OFF WOMEN'S m.0Q stm2B
ANY LADIB'S SHUT WAISTS
.M1 ME,3L"3' (Black Only)
HAT IN THE Reduced 16 Button (AllSi.es)
Al rftlltL?HOUSE 23 PER CENT ,'q5g qqq
The closing sales were as follows:
changes in the interest of progress
drug cl srk, seriously, taKen. to county
hospital; Harold atansbury, Kdward
Gripe, chauffeur. Stansbury and
Amalgamated Copper 83
American Beet Sugar 127
Atchison. . 108
and the public welfare. The reason
thesd dhangt-- have not been 3m- -
most beautiful and impressive.
Professor Byron S. Reed spoke on
the valuable legacy left by Dr. Quig-
gin in his teachings and examples.
Cripen were only slightly (hurt. The
other two women were not injuredpressed upon some of the people Is
because they were accomplished
Great Northern 14
New York Central 115He made special mention of his love and escaped, coming into .ne city on
for and happiness In his chosen work street cars.without noise and bluster. The list
ct the accomplishments of the Tatt and of how he was constantly en
gaged in . the laborto which he had LAW LEAGUE SESSION.
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 25.-
Northern Pacific 1227s
Reading . .ISt'A
Southern Pacific ...,109?i
Union Pacific '. 169tf
United States Steel , 70
United States Steel, pfd .112',s
been called. "
Rev. C. MoReynolds told of how he
administration Is a record of remark-
able progressiveness. Within less
than four years President Taft has
done more for the advancement of ail
of the people than was attempted by
The eighteenth annual session of the
had been impressed by Dr. Quiggin as Commercial Law League of America
a genial, cordial, dignified Christian will come to a close tonight with the ma ms Store of Quality"speaker election of officers. The day sesTheodore Roosevelt ln the more than
seven years that he occupied the 8BU,, ,7 ot7' , "Republicans," said the ready-mari- erofprrod to the an hum- - ....
m w1 1
'r .J-:- ! 'iPhilosopher, ' are ungraterui.We, patient - and , earnest Christian.nnaaanrn'taa-M- 1 "No," replied Farmer Corntossel
10 YARD!
AmoskesK
Apron Ging-
ham for
75a
SBm
Lisle Chi-
ldren's Hose
Per Pair
sea
-
- i
White House. In the business of
prosecuting trusts alone Mr. Taft has
made a great record, and the success
V - V . if - ):.. i, NO i
sions are being given over to reading
reports of committees. Three namest
are mentioned prominently for the
presidency: W. B. Paddock, Foit
Worth, Texas; Frederick P. Vose,
Rev Quikdn hare succeeded In "theyre ungrateful. They merelya E.LASVEGAS.set sensitive ana suspicious.. Alterso - short a time In deeply Impress- - n.m:of those trust prosecutions to best
man has been gold-bricke- d a fewinff all who knew them, with theirattested by the fact that the resent- - A. KranthoffiChicago, and Edwin J.
.. N ful combinations are now organized times
he is liable to turn down a real-
ly gilt-edge- d proposition." Kansas City.perfect sincerity.
..One member of his
congregation said: "He was loved byto turn Taft out of the presidency,
r r LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY, JULY 25, 1912. rivt
WINTERS WANTS FIGHT
Albuquerque, N. M, July 25. DILADIES' DAY MEETS
T--r. -- rr ... .
PERSONALS
THREE SCORE OF LIVES
JSTDE TOLL
(Continued from Page One)
MAYOR APPEALS
FOR SUPPORT
OF PEOPLE
UNDER
SPEGIAL
. w.j.'..n.'..'n.i.'.'H..inQO Ci
J BASEBALL NOTES. 0o 6
Pitcher Turner, of the Evangville
team, won nine of his first tea
games In the Kitty league.
Manager Art Rlggs has transferred
his Irunts vllle Southeastern league
team to Talladega, Ala.
Sterrett the former Princeton play
rector Mark Levy, of the New Mexico
Athletic club, today announced that
arrangements had practically beea
completed to match Eddie Winters,
the Raton lightweight, with the win-
ner of the Knight-Toaku- fight for
August 16. Winters is beyond a
doubt the classiest lightweight that
New Mexico has ever developed and
has won a number of battles in va-
rious fight centers. Toakum and Win-
ters fought a ten-roun- d draw in Dal-
las seevral months ago. Believing
that he can make a mark for himself
in the big game. Winters is now ar-
ranging to leave for the Pacific coast
Before going west he is anxious to
fight id Albuquerque, where he has
a number of friends. Although prom
ised a fight with Eddie Johnson, the
Rocky Mountain champion, Winters
would prefer to make a sure match
here and fight either Knight of Toa-
kum being strongly of the opinion
that an encounter between Knight
or Yoakum and the Raton boy would
proce an exciting encounter. Director
Levy has set August 18 as the date
for such a battle.
SHIPMENT OF PIPE .
The first of a series of shipments
of pipe, destined to be used in con
structing the new $50,000,000 water
supply system of the city of Los An
geles, Calif., left Chicago July 20 onJfor the pennant In the Carolina as--
as if there had been an explosion of
terrific force," said Frank Taggart,
who accompanied Mine Foreman Gan-ier- .
"The water simply ripped up
the tracks and twisted and bent rails
in all sorts Qf shapes in some places
forming an almost impassable bar-
rier."
Qanler said that the mine was com
pletely filled to a point about 1.200
feet from the surface opening; Beyond
that the workings extend in various
directions about 3,100 feet and about
60 or 70 acres of openings are under
water which contains the bodies of
those unaccounted for in checking
lists at the mine office.
CHANGES IN CABINET
RUMORED IN CAPITAL
IT IS SAID SOME OF THE OFFI-
CIALS WILL JOIN ROOSE-
VELT PARTY
Washington, July 25. 8reasury de
partment officials are not inclined to
say they believe the report that Wil-
liam Loeb. Jr., collector of customs
at New York and former secretary
to President Roosevelt, is about to re-
sign to join Roosevelt's new party.
Reports of impending changes in the
cabinet continue. Secretary Nasel Is
the latest mentioned. The secretary
has told friends, he would not serve
after March 4, should Mr. Taft be re
elected and so has Attorney General
WIckersham. This is believed to he
the baMs for tie most, recent rcportt
that they are to retire.
WOULD SEND REPORTERS
TO THE STATE PRISON
PALIFORNIANS WISH. PUNISH-
MENT FOR PRIZE FIGHT
WRITERS.
Los Angeles, Cal., July 25. The
amended anti-priz- e fight petition, re-jected last Monday by the county
clerk because of Irregularities in giv-
ing the voting precincts ot the " sign
ers, was presented to that official
again today. It bears 3,000 names.
The provisions of the proposed law
again make everyone connected with
a ring battle, from the most unimport-
ant helper about the training quar-
ters to the principals and promoters,
guilty of a felony and liable to im-
prisonment in the penitentiary. This
also would Include newspaper men
who worked on the fight story.
And the average man is forever
complaining that he world isn't giv-
ing him a "square deal."
er, has hit for better than .300 since
he Joined the New York Highlanders.
Saginaw and Bay City have been
dropped from the Southern Michigan
league, reducing the circuit to six
clubs.
n Thoney, Janvrin, Purtell, Knight
and McHale, of the Jersey City team,
are former members' of the Boston
Red Sox.
A number of big leaguers have In-
dulged in a "999" haircut this season.
The "999" makes the knob resem-
ble an onion.
Kaylor, of the Danville team, leads
the batters, and Hearne, of Spring-fiel-d,
is the leading pitcher ia the
Three-- I league.
If Bill Sweeney and Hub Perdue
should start on a summer tour of Eu-
rope the Boston Braves would drop
out of the sporting paga
Within a few weks the Winston-Sale- m
team climbed out of the cel-
lar and is now making a great fight
soclation.
The Cubs and the Pirates have been
showing considerable speed of late,
and may be able yet to give battlo
to the Giants for the National league
fabric.
July 7 every game played in the
Texas league was a shutout The re-
sults were: Austin 4, Fort Worth 0;
Beaumont 2, HoustonO; San Antonio
7, Galveston 0; Dallas 2, Waco 0.
The South Bend club, of the Cen-
tral league, has released Jesse Tan-nhl- ll,
the former big league pitcher,
and signed Frank Donohue, a brother
of Jlggs Donohue.
The Washington and Detroit teams!
have furnished the big surprise In
the American league race. A Tear
ago Detroit was leading and Wash-
ington was in seventh place. This
season Washington is fighting for the
pennant while Detroit Is trying to
break into the dungeon. ;V
'
.
"
''.-!-- "
OKLAHOMA PROGRESSIVES
Oklahoma City, July 25. Jtoosevelt
suporters in Oklaoma, led by former
uwuiuur x rtmK uTaniz, gainarea lor
a state convention here today to se-
lect , delegates to the third party na
tional convention and to take other
steps to give Oklahoma due repre-
sentation in the new progressive par-
ty organization. The supporters of
the movement are much encouraged
by the announcement that seven of
the nominees for presidential elec-
tors on the regular republican' state
ticket In Oklahoma intend to vote for
Roosevelt if elected.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
FOR. RENT Furnished housekeeping
rooms. Inquire 414 Seventh street
iJ
A. C. Vorhees, prominent attor-
ney of Raton, came In this afternoon
from the Gate City on business.
W. R. Smythe, state good roads en-
gineer, has gone to Santa Fe where
he will be several days on business.
Miss Louise Pugh, of Wagon Mound,
left yesterday for her former home
In Columbus, O., where she was call-
ed by the illness of her grandmother.
V. U Shea,' of the Denver and nio
Grande railroad, came In last night
from Albuquerque on business. Mr.
Shea makes his headquarters in San-
ta re.
J. H. Hunter, a railroad official from
Omaha, Neb"., arrived this afternoon
from the north, for a short visit here.
Mr. Hunter formerly was a resident
of Las Vegas.
Dr.
. and Mrs. George L. Limmer,
who have been in Las Vegas for the
past month vllsting their son, E. T.
Palmer, left this afternoon for their
home in Peoria, 111.
J., F. Fahenstock, treasurer of the
Pennsylvania railroad, will pass
through "Las" Vegas tonight In private
car Federal' oft train No. 2 en routs
from Los Angeles to Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. George McDonald and
daughter, Miss Anna McDonald, are
In Las Vegas from their home in Her- -
rington, Kan., visiting at the home
of, Mr. and Mrs. James O'Byrne.
Harry Hoskins, traveling represen
tative of the Ridenour-Bake- r Grocery
company of Trinidad, was in Las Ve-s-
today on. business. Mr. Hoskins
formerly! was a resident of Las Ve
gas. ,
Montgomery Sessler who has been
In Las; Vegas for tne past two weeks
visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs,
. .... ,AXTIll T, i liwoemnai, jerc last nignt on
train No. 2 for ihte nome in Philadel
phia.
Miss Dove Wilson, arrived this af-
lemouu on train No. 10 from her
hoTne in El Paso, ;for a visit with her
sister, Mrs. John Robblns. Miss Wil
son formerly was a resident of Las
Vegas-nt-
-
. T .
mr. ana Mrs. Gilbert Rosenwald
nave returned from a two weeks'
wedding trip to Colorado, and have
taKen up their residence at 1020
uougias avenue, where they will b
at home to friends on September 1
Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopes left his
afternoon for Albuquerque where he
will take into custody Cruz Madrid
who ia wanted here for wife deser
on. Is understood . that Madrid
got into trouble once before on ac-
count of a woman other than his wife
wim wnom He warf Ilvinir
Alfredo Padilla has arrived from
California, where he ihas been for the
several months, Ps
lu vegas. especially
among the basebalji fans of the cityhaving played with the Maroons the
larger part of last summer. Padilla
Stopped off In Albuquerque fon a
short visit on his leturn trip from
me racmc coast. He hopes to get
m me Maroons' lineup Saturdav nnrt
Sunday. Padilla is a mighty good ball
piayer.
For. Rent Five- - room house with
bath, completely furnished. For short
time. ; Tins is a private home; rent
reasonaDie. The. Investment & Aeen.
cy Corporation.
BEVERIDGE IS CHAIRMAN
Chicago, July 25. Former Smto- -
A. J. Beveridge of Indlaiapolls, hasbeen chosen temporary chairman of
the national convention of the pro-
gressives in Chicago August 5. This
.Uuuiu.-Buien- i was made today bySenator J. M. Dixon.
EMPEROR IMPROVING.
iokio, July 25.- -At 8 o'clock this
evening an official bulletin said:
"The emperor's condition ia
changed except that his pulse shouldbe reduced to 100. This morning nis
puiee was 100 to 105.
(TODAY'S BASEBALL)
' American League
Philadelphia, July 25. Phlladelohia
won the first" ginm j '..'
' "
' R.H.B.
Philadelphia 3 ? 2
SL Louis I.
.......2 6 0Batteries Coombs and Lapp; Mit-
chell and Krichell. is
APPROVAL OF DA'IES
THE DAMSELS AS WELL EXPECT
TO ATTEND THE BALL GAME
IN LARGE NUMBERS.
The announcement by the manage-
ment of the Las Vegas Maroons, that
Saturday, when the xnnldad cluU,
and the Meadow City aggregation will
o;..n a two game aeries here, will be
Ladies' Day, has made quite hit with
the fair sex of the city and from all
prosy eels the grandstand on this oc-
casion will be a bevy of pretty girls
and handsome matrons. xe oaseball
tans among the fair sex in Las Vegas
are.almobt as numerous as among the
men, and few will be the women pf
this city who will not take advantage
of the opportunity to see a real bail
game free of all charge.
The game on "Ladies' Day" will be
one of the best of the season, as the
Trinidad and the Las Vegas' clubs'
are evenly matched, and both are con-
fident of winning. Tommy Lochard,
the twlrler, and incidentally the man-
ager of the Colorado aggregation, has
collected a bunch of ball players that
will be hard to beat, and the Maroons
will be on their toes all of the time
trying to come out on top in the con-
test i
Lockhart or Sorenson will twirl for
the Maroons' Saturday and Sunday,
Sorensen being favored for the game
Saturday afternoon as he is known
to be something of a ladles' man and
it , would be more appropriate to
work him on the mound on "Ladies
Day." Tommy Lodhard will Work in
one of .the games against the Ma-
roons and In the other game he will
pitch some wonder .that he has picked
up recently from the wilds of a Colo-
rado mining camp.
Relf Wingo, known to his man;
frlens as the "fussing- - kid," one of
the amateur stars of the diamond in
Las Vegas, has turned out of prac
tlce with the Maroons and it is ex-
pected tfbat he will soon appear in
uniform. It is not unlikely that he
will make his debut on Saturday af-
ternoon, as he will be a drawing card
with the ladles. ,
W. P. Southard, manager of .the Las
Vegas Light and Power company, has
announced that if necessary to ac-
commodate the fair fans, Saturday
afternoon he will run a Ladles' Day
Special to the ball park. Saturday's
game will ' start promptly at 3:45
o'clock. Sunday's contest will start
at 3:00 o'clock.
SENATE TAKES UP
THE WOOL TARIFF
DEMOCRATIC BILL IS CONSIDER
ED BY THE UPPER HOUSE
OF CONGRESS
Waslngton, July 25. The democra
tic wool tariff bill, reducing duty on
all wool products about 50 per cent,
was taken up today by the senate un
der an agreement to vote upon it be-
fore adjournment When the senate
met republican leaders still were un
decided as to their course. Republi
can members of the finance commit
tee had a conference to decide
whether Senktor Smoofs bill should
be offered to represent; the views of
the regular republican majority.
No agreement was reached. The
sugar bill and the excise tax- - bill are
next in order after the wool bill. The
prospect of agreement between the
senate and the house on the tariff
measures seemed to he lessened by
the avowed purpose of Senator Gron-n- a
to present, amendments for the re-
peal of Canadian reciprocity. The
senate has passed such an amend
ment on the metal bill, but the house 1
refused to accept it Some indica
tion of the line of action was ex--J
pected to be made by the lining
up of the forces after today's ses
' - t -slon. -
Summer colds are hard to get rid
of, and frequently lead to asthma
bronchitis, and hay fever. Do not let
your cold get a hold on you, but use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for quick relief. W. H. Allen, Chel-
sea, Wis., says: "W prefer Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound to other
cough medicines because it quickly
cures coughs and colds. It will ward
off a cold Jf taken in time." Con-
tains no opiates. O. O. Shaefer, RedCross Drug Store.
MINNESOTA AUTOMOBILE TOUR
St. Paul, Min., July 25. The fifth
Ladies Summer Union
Suits, Low Neck, Sleeveless,
Knee Cuff or Lace Bottom
A good Quality Corset in
Three Styles
on
rwr POPULAR STORE
Hoffmen & Graiibarth
Afeofi lor tht New Utt 10c Fttttrat
,. Phone Main 104.
All Good Fellows go to
MOOD'S
BUFFET
Official Dispenser of
OLD R1PY WHISKY, COORS
GOLDEN BEER ON DRAFT
All Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies
FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED
Phone Vegas 133 fop
WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER
Delivered Free.
515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck.
DANCE FOR OFFICERS
AT COMMERCIAL CLUB
LAS. VEGANS WILL TURN OUT IN
" FORCE TONIGHT TO MEET
.
GUARDSMEN.
The officers of the New Mexico
National Guard, who are in attend
ance at the camp of instruction on
the rifle range, tonight will be the
guests of honor at a dance given- - in
the Commercial club rooms. AU
plans for the dance have been com-
pleted by the entertainment commit-
tee of the club and the alfar undoubt-
edly will be one of the most success-
ful events of the summer season.
Invitations to the balle are cordial-
ly' extended to the members of the
club and their friends, and many have
signified their intention of attending.
Practically the entire society set of
the Meadow City will be present at
the dance. Good music and a Jolly
good t'me are promised those who at
tend, and those who attended the af
fair of last summer to the militiamen,
and who have been present at the re
cent dances at the Commercial lub
know ; that this promise will be ful
" 'filled.
Dancing , will start at 9 o'clock.
Light : will be served
during th evenin,?.'
t CORNERSTONE RAT.
Media, Pa.. July 25. In the i'.emoli- -
tloa of an old factory building at GlenJ
Riddle, which was erected in 17"3,
the body of a rat was discovered in
mortar which surrounded th3 corner-
stone. The hide was dn good romli-tio- n
and three terth remained.
ISSUES A STATEMENT OF HIS
POSITION IN REGARD TO WA-TE- R
SITUATION
Mayor Robert J. Taupert has sent
the following communication to The
Optic; he assumes all responsibility
for the truth of the statements it
contains:
Las Vegas, Junly 25, 1912.
To The Optic:
Superintendent Powers of the Agua
Pura company in a letter which be
caused to be published in your s,
says the mayor and the water
and light committee refused to con-
sider a contract for water upon a
fair basis and assumed an arbitrary
stand in the offer of $1,250 for the
city contract But In a letter to the
mayor and the committee he threat-
ens to advance the price of the old
contract if not renewed at once, to-
gether with his threat In The OpUo
of yesterday that he might even with-
draw our fire protection if the city
does not come to terms. ,
For the benefit of our citizens as
well as to define my own position
I would like to offer this tj the pub-
lic: t
All will no doubt recall the time
when the Agua Pura company was the
sole
.producer of ice in Las Vegas
and that the consumers wer com-
pelled to pay one dollar per hundred
pounds for ice.
I But immediately upon the establish-
ment of a competing plant the price
was roduced to 25 cents in an effort
to drive out the competitor, and a
few may know that repeated efforts
were made by the Agua Pura com
pany to buy and close the competing
plant so as to again have a monopoly
of the business.
These are the methods that are us
ed with the water consumers in Las
Vegas. Our householders are paying
exhorbltant rates for their homes and
then the company asks them to again
pay in taxes.
Can this company be dealt with in
auy oiuer metnoa man ton ame a
fair price and hold it?
Mr. Powers repeatedly Invites com:
parlson with prices paid for water by
cities of similar, size and conditions
and I would like to call his , attention
to the Town of Las Vegas almost Iden-
tical in size, using without interrup-
tion water from the same company
snd paying nothing. Why should bo
City of Las Vegas be singled out to
support the Agua Pura company?
We are asked to pay a per capita
tax of nearly 75 cents to sprinkle
our few streets, keep up our parks
and protect our property rrovn fire
and yet iioes not every new resident
attracted to our city immediately ray
toll to the water company?
They say the .water company nlways
gives freely to the baseball and to
public subscriptions; so do our banks,
wholesale houses and other merchants
hut the city pays no tribute to these
institutions.
The question is, does the city us
more than $1,250 worth of water ser-
vice in a year and is it entitled to
any consideration from a company
using its streets for its mains with
out any franchise" from the city?
Will the new superintendent make
a showing to his company or will the
city government he able to reduce
your taxes one of the mills levied
for water?
Tour water and light committee Is
serving you well and you should sup
port them.
Does the taxpayer care? If so let
us do something for Las Vegas. For
any inaccuracies In the above I am
willing to produce my authority.
ROBERT J. TAUPERT.
MAY SPLIT MINE WORKERS
Terre Haute, Ind., July 25, An Im
portant convention, of. the.Jndiana lo
cals of the United Mine Workers ol
America assembled here today. The
purpose of the convention, as set
forth in the call for the gathering,
to consider the advisability of re-
fusing to pay the International tax
and to determine who Is responsible
for the action of the scale committee
at the Cleveland interstate confer-
ence lut spring In which the In-
diana miners could not insist on
their demand for the weekly pay day
a special train of 25 cat ,over the
Santa Fe railway, consigned by the
Lynchburg Foundry !ompany of
Lynchburg, Va., to the Los ' Angeles
Water company It is expected
through here, this week. While this
shipment occupies 25 cars, each car-
load having a weight of at least 40,- -
000 pounds, it is only a small amount
of the pipe which will eventually be
used, and there will be many more
shipments of a like nature. The ship-
ment of this pipe points to the early
completion of the gigantic project
soon to be made an accomplished fact
by the city of Los Angeles.
The Los Angeles water supply sys-
tem when completed will be one of
the greatest examples of engineering
in the world. It will transmit pure
water from the high Sierras, a dis
tance of 250 miles into the city. The
aqueducts, which will carry the wa
ter will pass across mountains and
through the desert before they reach
their final destination. , M .
GOOD TEMPLARS IN ST. PAUL
St Paul, Minn., July 25. The grand
lodge of the International Order of
Good Templars convened in St Paul
today and will continue in session
until the end of the week. Dele-
gates are , in atendance from nearly
all of the states of the union and
from seevral of the Canadian provin
ces. The order Is the largest tem
perance organization in the world.
Reports prepared for presentation to
the convention tehow that the mem-
bership now exceeds 700,000, of which
more than 50,000 are in the United
States and Canada. Many lodges of
the order exist also in England, Scot-
land, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Den-
mark and India.
IT PAYS TO
li3WEi$TI8El3
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
r, statements. '. - '. .. ... .,
He dan be trusted because his very business existence is at stake :
He believes in his goodsto the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but 'itis the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be-
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
It Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods
as provided by the Indiana law. ThJ annual reliability run of the Minne-possibilit-
of the Indiana miners state Automobile association
"He bit the hand that fed him" said Teddy of Big Bill,
And ditn't tell us if the bite bad made the. biter ill,
Now had Toasties been the subject of Bill's voracious bite.
He'd have come back for another with a keener appetite.
Written by WILLIAM T. HWCKS,
S07 State St.. Bridgeport, Conn.
One ef the 50 Jingles for which the Postum Co., ''
Battle Creek. Mich., paid $1000.00 in May.'
started from this city today, with
Wfmnipeg as the objective point. The
triurists will leave Winnipeg next
i Monday on their return trip, which
ceding from the national organisa
tion in the event that thir denuads
are refused is being freely discussed,
but it Is not considered likely thp.t
the convention will .decide upon tak jwill be made by way of Grand Forks
ing such an extreme step. and Fargo, N. D.
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EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1.
KNIGHT" OF PYTHIAS Meet
very Monday
nintf In Oaatle Hall,
visiting Knlghtaar
cordially Invited
C'oaa. E. Lleback
nler, Cbaneallor
Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper
Records and Seal.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets, second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Vlsitlnfr
brothers are cordially Invited. P.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler. D. W.
Condon, Secretary.
ATTOKNEYH
, HUNKER A HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker Charter A. Huaia
Attorneys at Law.
Las Vsgas. New Maria
1PHYSICIANS
DR. H. W. HOUF
Residence 1016 Fifth St.
' Office 506 Grand Avenue '
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 41
Office hours 10 to 12 ta.; 2 to 4 p. m.
DENTISTS
DR. CLIFFORD PLEW, DENTIST
Successor to
Dr. E L. Hammond
Office 7 Crockett Building.
Phone Main 116
Residence Phone Olive 5462.
LOCAL TIME CAED
EAST BOUND
Arrive Bea
No. .. . :10 p. m. P--
No. 4.. .11:06 p m. ll:W p. aa
No. 8.. . 1:16 a. m 1: a. s
No. 10.. . 1:45 o. m. 1:10
WE8T BOUND
NO. 1.. ...1:20 p. m. ..1:45 P--
No. 3.. ...6:10 a. m 6:16 p.
No. 7.. ...4:40 p. rn 4:60 p.
No. .. ...6:35 p. m 7:00 p.
There Is more Catarrh la this sec-
tion of the country than all other dis-
eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incur-abl- e.
For a great many years doc-
tors pronounced It a local disease and
prescribed local remedies, and by
constantly failing to cure with local
treatment, pronounced It Incurable.
Science has proven Catarrh to be a
constitutional disease, and therefore
requires constitutional treatment
Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
Is the only Constitution.' I curs on the
market It is taken Internally In
doses from 10 drops te a teaspoonfuL
It acts directly on the blood and mu-
cous surfaces of the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any
case it falls to cure. Send for cir-
culars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., To-
ledo, O,
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills tor con-
stipation.
PRICES I
CHAPMAN LOOSE NO. C A, F. A.
A. M. Reculxr com-
munication first and
.y? third Tbjuaday to
month. Vlsltln broth-
ers cordially Invited.
N. O. Herman, W. U.; . Murray,
Secretary.
LA8 VEQAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg--
'fibular conclave aaoaavA T
day In each momU at Ma
sonic Tempi at 7:0 p-- m. CD.
Boucher. 8. C; Chaa. Tarnme, Re-
corder.
LAS VEOAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS jBailaT convoca
tion trst Monday In eacn
sasstk at aiaaonlo Tem-
pi, at T:S p. m. M. R.
Wimama, H. P.; T. O.
Blood, Secretary.
RANFOR! CHAPTER NO. f, O. E.
tMnU Irst and third ITidayi In
MaaoaJUj Taaapl. Mrs. T. B. Bowan,
Wortay Matron; Jamas O. Rutladge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. Oorga Trip,
Secretary. Paona Mala 121, 120
Grand avene.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
I0J Meats vary Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Songlas avenue, at
8 O'clock. VSalttnjr mambara are
cordially welaome. B. Gahrlng,
president; X T. Boaler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, traasarsr.
MODERN- - WOODMEN OF AMERIC'
Meet In the forest of brother!
love at Woodmen of the Worii
hall, on the second and fourth Tr
day of each, month at 8 p. m. C. Cla
Consul; O. LaemmJe, Clerk, vial
Ing neighbors are ' especially vet
corns and cordially Invited.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 644
I. O. of B. B. Meats every first
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
room of Temple Monterfiore at t
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
cordially invited Isaac Appel,
President; Chartea Oreenclay, Sec-
retary. -
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC.I
.NO. 804. Meets second and foar
Thursday In O. R. C. haU. Plonw
building. Visiting members are o
dially Invied. Peter Emena&er, O.
K., Rlohard Devlne, F. 8.
I O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1. Meets every Monday evening a;
their ba'l on Sixth street All visit
lng brethren cordially invited to at
tend. J . D. Fiidenatlne, N. Q.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue
day evenings each month, at Wood
man ball. Visiting Brothers eor
dially Invited to attend. A. M
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Sa
rotary.
RETAIL
Soli le Prime Requisite and Careful
Seed Selection le Also of Greatest
Importance.
(By PROF". W. H. OLIN. Extension Di
rector, University of Idaho.)
A potato soil U a prime requisite
for profitable potato culture. This
consists of a eurface eoll with a suf-
ficient admixture of sand and lilt or
clay, to be responsive to tillage opera-
tions Beneath this surface soil should
a well drained subsoil, capable of In
plant food renewals, to upper soil, from
time to time. -
Plenty of air. hence porosity in the
soil. Potatoes rnuet have air, especial
after the setting of the tuoers dur-
ing the period of their maturity.
Plenty of available plant food.
Soils rich In potash with plenty or
vegetable mold, humus, are usually
well supplied with all the other desir
able elements In available form for
growing tubers.
A well fined, firm but porous soil
an evenness of texture which en
ables It to receive moisture and feed
same to the potato plant, through
capillarity, as Its root system shall
have need. An earth mulch at sur
face prevents too rapid evaporation
this desirable moisture, conserving
this essentia tor the growing plant.
Thus other essential requisites are
Drovlded for that encourage a well
developed root system by means t t
which the growing tuber plant draws
sustenance from soil and air.
DeeD plowing and thorough stirring
the soil at the proper time insures
soil aeration, so essential In success-
ful potato culture.
Careful, systematic seed selection
all Important In maintaining quality.
seed plot will furnish the desirable
aualltv of seed for the next year's
general field crop. A definite system of
using hill selected seed pays rich divi
dends this year from hill selected seea
last In Increased yield per hill and
desirable type plant sought for seea,
the type and character of potato you
desire to market. A tuber wltn out
few and shallow eyes, with skin free of
funeoua diseases and of the form typl
cal of its particular breed, la the type
of-- potato most to be desired tor seed
we hope to improve the crop or od
tain satisfactory profits in potato cul
ture.
A well ordered rotation of crops Is
all Important for potato success. Po-
tatoes should not be grown more
than twice In succession on the same
ground without rotation, to Insure
treedom from fungous diseases. Place
Dotatoes in the rotation after the
legume crop which pays you best to
grow upon the farm.
PLOW IS ANCIENT IMPLEMENT
Mississippi Inventor Announces li
provement by Mechanical Meth-o-d
Absorbs the Water.
The plow is an ancient Implement
that, though Improved In shape, is still
limply a broad spade that is dragged
Uong horizontally. It breaks up the
10II to a depth of a few Inches, but
smooths down and compacts the
mderlylng layer. As this is repeated
with each Blowing, the subsoil be- -
:omes very dense and hard, resisting
Via tvrt otTfttlon and storage of the
water, so essential to plant growth,
Remarkable results have been report- -
id from dynamite plowing, and are
loubtless due to the loosening of the
compacted layers to a considerable
lepth. The new plow announced by
i Mississippi valley inventor suggests
mDrovement by a mechanical metnoa,
'D a wheel are pivoted a large number
.f minted rods, which remain loose
lurine most of the wheel's revolution
lut are automatically clamped as they
lear the ground, so as to be thrust
lownward and forward into the earth
nstead of merely dragging or scraping
Jong. On coming out of the groundie nolnts drop Into vertical position,
ifith points upward. Plowing with
joints may at least roughen up the
mbBoil surfaee and mane it more sun-ibl-
for holding and absorbing water.
HORTICULTURAL NOTE3.
Plan to set out at least a few trees
iverv sming.
Strawberry beds are damaged by let- -
ine weeds and grass-tak- hold.
Strawberries and grapes should be
incovered as soon as they start to
rrow.
Keep the soli well cultivated about
;he trees and shrubs planted on the
awn.
Shirley poppies, scattered broadcast,
jome up quickly and make a showy
rarden.
Prune off all dead or weak
tranches. Thin out the roots to let
:he Bun in.
Fruit trees are slow-growin- g plant
ind therefore do not need quick-actin- g
ertillzers as a rule.
It Is Just as necessary to have the
soil In a state of high fertility for tree
planting as It Is for corn planting.
The following formula for grafting
wax Is recommended: resin, four
parts by weight; beeswax, two parts;
tallow, one part.
Don't neglect the strawberry patch
at this season. If the winds have
blown off any of the mulch replace
it on the bare spots Immediately.
Run a little light wire fence around
'he orchard, particularly the plum or-
chard, and turn the chickens in; they
will destroy thousands of insects.
When planting, never let the roots
get dry by leaving them In the sun or
wind. Keep the trees covered with
wet sacks and uncover one at a time.
Cherry rot or brown rot affects all
stone fruits, including peaches, apri-
cots. It is by far the most serious
and baffling" of cherry diseases to the
commerce cnrrj v.
Mr. Blower Yes, sir, the anarchists
talk of killing off all the great men In
the world.
Mr. I. M. P. Cunius Gracious!
Don't you feel a bit worried, old chap?
CANDY KID
The Girl Who , Speaks French I
understand that you are very sweet
on Tom that he's your "bon ami,"
don't you know,.
The Girl Who Doesn't No, .he's my
bon bon ami. He brings me a box
of candy every time he calls.
ADVERTISING
Boot BLck At'"
V00D 5Avl.Tefii4
JRtC SonabmL. Lessons
rr-r-v. emit,.
1 dmj
,Mii'w,c"--.imA-i
Jimmy There! I.' guess that'll
bring In some business!
THREE STRIKES
Fiend It must have nettled Smash- -
em to fan the air three times when he
went to bat.
Crank Yes, I could see that he felt
put out.
"MOBILE FEATURES"
Playing Chess
What's In the box?" asked the girl
pink. The young man with the high
forehead smiled at her. "I'm going to
teach you chess,'" he announced. "I
brought over the men."
"Why, how perfectly lovely!" cried
the girl In pink. Immediately pulling
off the cover. "I know I'll be Just
crazy about itl Aren't they cunning!"
I'm glad you're pleased," said tb
young man In a gratified tone. "I was
afraid you wouldn't want to learn or
would be bored. Few women care
about chess. It's really a great
game!"
"The idea of not caring about It!"
exclaimed the girl in pink, spreading
out the board. "I know It's so differ
ent. Why, the other, girls will simply
die of envy when I tell them I can
play chess! It sounds so intellec-
tual!"
Now, we'll set up the men," an
nounced the young man with the high
forehead.
"Oh they're not all alike, are
they?" she continued in surprise.
How funny! I should think that
would mix you up dreadfully! Don't
you think it 'would be lots easier to
play if they were all alike? I heard
of a man who could play six games
of chess at once let's try It!"
The young man coughed. Well, I
have men for only one game," he said.
Maybe It would be better Just at flrBt
not to try any more!"
"AH right," agreed the girl in pink,
cheerfully. "Only I think it would be
loads of fun to have six games at the
same time. Then we could walk
around among them. I get awfully
tired sitting still do you? I guess It's
because I 'have nerves. My mother's
sister"
"Now I'll move this one," said the
young man. Then he explained the
moves to her and finally said: "It's
your turn."
"I think it is perfectly absurd not
to let them all move alike!" she cried.
"It Just mixes you np! Is that really
the way you have to play or are you
Just trying to fool me?"
"I'm not smart enough to mate it
up," said the young man. "Men more
brilliant than I Invented the moves
hundreds and hundreds of years ago."
"Well," said the girl In pink indig
nantly, "if they've been playing It bo
long I should think they would have
straightened It out and simplified It
before now. You move 'em all alike
when you play checkers and you know
what you are doing! If this thing s a
queen why Isn't there a crown 01
something on it, and for these horses
that turn corners how perfectly
ridiculous!"
"You'll understand It after you have
played it a while," said the young
man. "Id move that one to start
with if I were you."
"All right," said the girl in pink.
I'd rather shoot this one down the
black squares, though. It's so funny
to see it go' crisscross Instead ol
straight ahead "
"Rut you can't," said the young man.
Your bishop can't move because thai
pawn is in the way!"
"I don't think a little pawn ought to
count when it's a bishop that wants
to get by," said the girl in pink, argu- -
mentatively.
Now I'll move this," said the
young man, firmly. "You see, it threat
ens your queen."
"I don't see why that is so awful,"
said the other. "Oh, you say the
queen is the most valuable of all be-
cause it moves farther and In every
direction? Oh, Arthur! I saw Marie
downtown today and what do you sup-
pose she told me? You'll be surprised!
You'd never guess "
"You can't move that way," said the
young man. "This isn't dominoes or
checkers the Idea isn't to take all
rour opponent's men!"
"Well, what is the idea?" demanded
the young woman. "In checkers you
try to take 'fcm and oh, to checkmate
the king, you say? Well, I'd like to
know how I can get anywhere near
your klngvwhen you've got him on the
back lice with all those other things
stacked up in front of him you ought
to move em' out. What's that thing 1
A castle? How silly! It doesn't look
any more like a castle than I do! II
It's a castle, why doesn't it look like
ane?"
1 m arraia," suggested tne young
man, "that chess doesn't appeal to
you! Perhaps we'd better stop play
ing!" ,
"Why, I'm perfectly crazy about it!'
Insisted the girl In pink. "I think It
Is terribly Interesting and I'm so glad
I've learned how! And I don't see any
thing so awfully hard about It either!
But it makes my head ache a little
so let's' play authors for a change!'
Dolls Always Known.
History falls to tell ub the Inventor
of the doll, which has been such a
boon to mankind, not only in quieting
the rowdy youngster, but in stimulat
ing a healthy imagination and affec
tion. Five hundred years before
Christ little girls had dolls: thete is
sure evidence of it, and Edwacd Lov- -
vett, an enthusiastic collector, has a
doll from those dim ages. It Is little
more than a battered stick now, but
Is unmistakably a doll. No one. could
name a fair value for such a prize,
which stands out as a proof thai; the
child Of today, Is singularly like her
little sister some twenty-fiv- e hundred
years ago. Dundee Advertiser.
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RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- -
TI8EMENT8
Flve cent per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less apace than two
line. All advertta mente charged
will be booked at apace actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
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Wanted
WANTEDCompetent cook. Apply
1108 Seventh street, Mrs. W. G.
Haydon.
For Calo
WHITE Wyandotte hens, 60c, 75c
and J1.00. Mrs. M. E. Johnson,
Humboldt, Kansas.
For Rent
FOR RENT Furnlsed room for light
housekeeping. 810 Lincoln avenue.
FOR RENT Three new rooms fur
nlshed for light housekeeping. 921
Lincoln.
Miscellaneous
BULLS for service at the Mesa
ranch. Terms cash. M. M. Mill!-
gan. M. D.
STOCKHOLDERS' ANNUAL
MEETING
Te annual meeting of the stockhold
erg of the Las Vegas Improvement
company will be held in the office of
the Aetna Building association the
19th day of August, 1912, at 3 o'clock
p. m.
FRANK J. CUTLER,
Secretary,
SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
For parties remaining one month or
through the season; Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' of
fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
NOTICE
Lar Vegas, N. M., July 3, 1312.
To the Teachers of San Miguel Coun
ty:
The San Miguel county Institute'
will begin on Monday morning the
5th day of August, and' continue for
four weeks. All teachers desiring to
teach the coming year In any of the
public schools of San Miguel county,
must attend the Institute, to qualify
under the law.
,
San Miguel county
will need 30 more teachers this year
than last
The institute fee will be two do!
lars, payable before being enrolled,
All teachers are Urged to attend the
full four weeks. The institute will be
he held in the south school building of
Las Vegas.
M. F. DESMARAIS,
County School Superintendent.
PACIFIC LOGGING CONGRESS
Tacoma, Wash., July 25. The Pa
cific Logging, congress began its
fourth annual meeting here today
with a large attendance of represen-
tatives of the logging Industry in
California, Oregon, Washington, Mon
tana, Idaho and British Columbia,
The meeting will last three - days.
The utilization of electrllcty and the
use of fuel oil in logging operations
are the chief subjects slated for dis
cussion., At the conclusion', of the
sessions the members will pay a vis-
it of Inspection to the big lumber
camps at Kapowsln.
OHIO TOWN'S CENTENNIAL
Chardon, O., July 25. Dressed in
gala attire and thronged with visitors
the town of Chardon today began the
celebration of the one hundredth an-
niversary of its founding. The cele-
bration will continue three days and
will embrace a wide variety of fes
tivities.
CtllTRAL II 0.1 EL
V.mS.V. FLINT. Prop
Cor.' Grand and Douglas Ave. be
Sast Las Vegas. H. M.
ly
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor
416 Grand Ave
Phone Main 447 the
Battery Charging Station has
Automobiles for Hire J the
of
A. 0. Lorenzen
Carriage Manufacturer, its
: General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting of
DEALER IN--C
Heavy Hardware and Is
Wgon Material A
of
CLAY AND HAVENS
Livery. Feed and Sales Stables.
'Good Rigs & Prompt Service
1202 National Ave Phone Main 71 If
UPETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
I flardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
(
,
' and (Hazing.
. Estimates Cheerfully Given.
West Bide Plaza . . . .Old Town
H. C. YOUNG
' LANIMOVERS SHARPENED
lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
General Repairing
j520-6t- h Street E. Las Vegas
Automobile, Carriage '& t
SIGN PAINTING
N. 0. HERMAN
429 Grand Ave
PLAZA HOTEL
NEWLYJREMODKLED
I ! Private Baths and .Lavatories'
Stea.a Heat .Private Telephones
I Rates $2.50per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Kates by Week oriMenth
fiitiZ " A
M.Wl U
There are no germs In oar Ice.
There Is no Ice purer than ours. Keep
your health during this hot weather
by only using pure Ice. You will be
making no mistake In ordering yoor
Ice from us, as we guarantee It to be
absolutely pure. Phone your order
we'll do the rest
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227
It you are a housewife you cannot
reasonably hope to be healthy or
beautiful by washing dlfihes, sweep
ing and doing housework all day,
and crawling into bed dead tired at
night You must get out Into the open
air and sunlight. If you do this every
day and keep your stomach and bow
els in good order by taking Chamber- -
Jain Tablets when needed, you
should become both healthy and
beautiful. For sale, by all deaiera.
When a girl becomes convinced that
crying makes her nose red she stops. I
MO lbs. or Mora, Each DaUvsry tee par 1CS (fee.
tr6t lb, to SrOOS Iba, Each Delivery 25c par 10 Iba
SM Ike. te 1,00a, lbs, Eaot. DeBvsry tse par ICS tea.
6S Hta, ta tOS Iba, Eaah Da Hvary 4oo per IN Iba.
Leas Than 6t Iba Each Delivery its par' 1st Iba.
AGUA PURA COMPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
ANT Ads
Are Best
Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom amonf al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to some-
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper; waut
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of a
possible sorts' of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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THAT YO OQST YOUR TOWI
Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.
1
i
1 II
v
4-
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I T AS IMPORTANT
That You Boost Your Business. You Can do it by Advertising.
THE
LJ
Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing-t- join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas.
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that variety.
tv
u
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A DRAKEflAN'S LEG IS SUGAU TRUST PAID
LOCAL NEWS EXTRA SPECIALIN crushed mm train 10 CLOSE FLANTSFRESH See Van Petten for insurance. FOR THREE DAYSGEORGE L. TRUITT INJURED IN EXPENDED $200,000 IN KEEPING
Trr dram of Ola Taylor bourbon ACCIDENT AT SHOEMAKER - CALIFORNIA INDUSTRY UN-
DERat th Opera Bar. THI8 MORNING. THE LID
Santa Fe Brakenian George L.Our entire line of Bummer millinery
One-Ha- lf off. Straw. Trultt was thrown from toe rear end
of an eastbound drag this morning
at Springer, sustaining a badly"Under & Flag of Truce,' aensaUon- -
crushed leg and injuries about theal war drama. Photoplay tonight. hihead and body, the extent of whichare not known. The injured man was
DOYS
KandE
SHIRTS
High clasi Toudevllle at the
Browne tonight Admission 6 and 10
cents.
BOYS
KandE
WAISTS
45
hurried to Raton, his home, and later
brought to the Santa Fe hospital here
on train No. 1 this afternoon. His
right leg Is badly crushed below the
knee. It Is not known whether or
not It will be necessary to amputate
The Spring Chicken club will give
a dance tomorrow evening, probably
LAS CRUCES CANTALOUPES. WATERME-
LONS (ALABAHA SWEETS,) NATIVE
APPLES, NAVITE TABLE APPLES.
'
CALIFORNIA PRUMS LAS CRIJCES PEACHES
CALIFORNIA PEACHES
IKE DVIS
N THE CASH GROCER
PilOUE IT OVER
San Francisco, July 25. The exami-
nation of William H. Hannam, secre-
tary of the Western and Spreckels
Sugar Refining oomapnies, was re-
sumed at today's hearing of the gov-
ernment's suit in equity, against the
sugar trust
Prosecutor James R. Knapp secured
admissions from Hannam at yester-
day's hearing that $200,000 a year
bad been paid by the American Sugaj
Refining company to keep the Cali-
fornia companies closed, but he was
unsuccessful in his attempt to estab-
lish the fact that devious methods
had been used In making the pay-
ments in order to keep the entries of
the books.
Attorney Knapp indicated that he
would follow the same line of ques-
tioning at today's hearing. Supposed
ttempts of the trust to crush com-'titlo- n
by small independent manu-
facturers, through systematic price
cuptting, also were scheduled for
in the Rosenthal hall.
the Injured member.
Trultt was standing on th ca 4 t i JFinch'! Golden Wedding Rye, agedIn the wood. Direct from dlitUleryto you. At the Lobby, of court. boose and the closing up of the slackbetween the cars, when a stop was
made at Springer, threw him to the
track. No official Investigation of the
accident has been made, but it is
iFor Sale One Btrdseye dresser.
Singer sewing machine, convertible
couch, sectional bookcase. C
1055 Sixth street.
hardly possible that the wheels of
All our 50. 65, and 75c Boys Blouse Waists
and Boys Coat Shirts in ali colors at 45c.
'THE GUARANTEED ISIIiD
the caboose passed over his leg as
this likely would have completely
severed the limb. It is thought, how
ever, that his leg tit the rail and that
the wheel of the caboose pinched the
; TONIGHT AT THE f SIS.
"The Call of a Woman," a beauti-
ful three reel photopoem. Something
out of the ordinary.
Admission 10c Children 5c
limb when the train buckled.
GREENBERGERTruitt's face is badly cut andbruised from the fall, and his body Isbruised, but these Injuries will hardly
prove serious. It was at the request
of Trultt that he was taken to his
home In Raton Instead of being
THE DEFICIENCIES BILL
Washington, July 25. The general
deficiency bill, reported today by the
house appropriations committee, car-
ries approximately 16,182,834, about
half the amount asked. An Item of
$3,300,000, a Judgment by the court
of claims for the Ute Indians for one
brougjht straight to tJhe hospital here,
Friends and patrons of the Normal
University today have been admiring
the exhibit of art work done during
the summer session. Miss Cornelia
Murray had harge of this department
and the work accomplished by the
students Is a credit to her ability as
a teacher as well as the talent of
those who did it.
m
IHowever; he had no sooner arrived
in the Gate City than the physicians
million acres of land sold by the gov--ordered him brought to Las Vegas.
eminent, was left out and the senate
has Included it in the Indian appro
TOE SEASON'S
GREATEST
OPPORTUNITY
VHEN YOU EAT HAULS BREAD
YOU EAT "BLUE RIBBON BREAD"
We can give You the following different kind
FRESH EACH DAY
RYE. WHOLE WHEAT, GHAHAM,
VIENA, CREAM. KARL'S
":t"
Trultt Is a married man, and his
wife who lives Jn Raton, accompan ed
her husband to Las Vegas on train
No. 1, going out to tha hospital on
the Hot Springs brancb line on a spe
priation bill now in conference.
The bill, aa reported, carries $l50,.
000 to care for the Union and Confed
The 'annual feast of St. Ann, the
patron saint of the village, will be
celebrated tomorrow at Kgua Zarca.
There will be vespers tonight in the
church, in that settlement, and mags
erate veterans at the celebration ofcial train this afternoon.
the battle of Gettysburg in 1913.The drag east left Las Vegas late
last night, arriving; at Springer at 6
o'clock this morning.
To close out our
stock of refrigeratorsCHICAGO LIVE STOCK.Chicago, July 25. Cattle, receipts,
2,500; market strong to 10 cents high. we will give
er. Beeves $3.709.75; Texas steersCITY WILL TRY TO
MAKE SUIT MOVE
$4.907.00; western steers $5.80
7.80; stockers and feeders $4.00
6.80; cows and heifers $2.708.00;
In the morning at 9 o'clock. As in
past years, a number of people of
Las Vegas will journey to Agua Zar-
ca this afternoon and evening to at-
tend thecelebratlon in the morning,
following which they will picnic in
Aqua Zarca canyon. Several priests
of the West side, the chief among
whom Is Rev. Father Paul Gilberton,
will attend the feast, taking part in
the services.
'"
See window display of new mid-
summer felts. Stress.
f o j? UBss 25 PER CENT GEFFOR CASHcalves $6.009.15. '
Hogs Receipts 15,000. MarketDECIDES TO ENFORCE ORDI-
NANCE REGARDING LOCA-
TION OF LUMBER YARDS.
strong to C cents up; light-$7.6-
8.20; m'xei S.B08.15; heavy $7.30
8.05; rough $7 307.50; pigs $6.50
7.80; bulk cf sales $7.558.05.
J. H. STEARNS
PUKE THINGS TO EAT
ON EVERY REFRIGERATOR IN THE HOUSE
Come early so as to get a style to suit you. Goods
to be sold on basis of original marked prices in plain figures.
Shee- p- Receipts 16,000. Market
George and Stella Watson, singing, steady; native $3.155.10; western
talking and dancing act The Browne $3.304.30 yearlings $4.005.50;
lmbs, native - $'.257.50; westerntonight Admission 5 and 10 cents.
$4.257.n0..GO ML 3fJH WOO-- TO CtOSE CHAMBER.
Constantinople, July 25. TurUlsh
J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
"Complete Furnishers of The Home."
READY FOR BUSINESS.
The Romero Mining Co. wishe3 tomilitary officials today . lodged a de
SUGARITE NUT
LUMP
mand with the president of the cham-
ber of deputies that the chamber be
closed within 24 hours.
announce that they have compieted
the installation of machinery for the
concentration of ores in their plant,
and will receive all kinds of ore toi
concentration at a very reasonable
price; will give mill run tests on
nWHOLESALE AND RETAIL
DmVUm G ON D ON FORT' CANNED GOODS
At its session last night the city
councjl determined tq entorce strict-
ly the ordinance pronibiting lumber
yards within certain limits, which
was passed nearly two years ago. The
ordinance was passed upon petition
of a large number of property owners
In the portion of the city near the
Sundt planing mill, who declared "the
mill not only was unsightly but a
source of danger from fire which
caused their insurance rates to oe
raised. The ordinance was dated one
year ahead In order to give Mr. Sundt
plenty'of time to secure a new loca-
tion.
,
However, the mill Is still standing
on the location where it stood when
the ordinance went into effect The
limits prescribed in the ordinance are
the city limits on the north, Railroad
avenue on the east, Prince avenue on
the south and Twelfth street on the
west. A fine of from $o to $50 per
day is prescribed as penalty for each
day a lumber yard or place, of storage
Ccr limner" remains within thost lim-
its. It is understood ivlr Sundt will
fight any attempt on the part of the
council to eject him from his pres-
ent mill site. ''
The council also decided to enforce
rigidly the ordinance relating to gar
any quantity desired. The capacity
of the plant is 50 tons of ore per
day. .Mill is situated 16 miles from
Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore
Dollars in Wear or
Cents in Washing per
ton from Las Vegas to the mill
Is $3. Address all commu.ncatlo.is REPRESEI1T
k Finest Quality Fruits and Ve-- i
getables From Field to Can
The Same Day.
to Margarito Romero, general' mana
ger, El Porvenir, N. M.
We have on hand a complete stock of
SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING
At The Most Reasonable Prices
raw ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED. ,
s Noted For
QUALITY PURITY CLEANLINESS
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND
Which are you saving?
A few cents added to your
laundry bill will be well spent
If you receive In return a ser-
vice so conscientious and pains- -'
taking that your clothes wear
four times as long.
Soft water, pure soap, careful
employes such service means
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly runB Into dollars. '
- Why not begin this economy
this week? A phone or postal
will bring a wagon to your door
promptly.
Get our quotations before! uying
LAS VEGAC L&rJBZn CO.
Phone Main 150, v"6lt Town ages. This ordinance provides that
such places of business must be con
structed In a thoroughly fireproof
manner. The enforcement of this
piece of city legislation, it is said,
wjll affect the Blehl garage, which is
said to have a wooden floor.
FRESH EVERY DAY
BAKERY GOODS
The Best in The City
Bread, Rolls,
Cookies, Pies, Cakes,
' Doughnuts
Fried Cokes and
Cinnamon Rolls
"What attitude shall i assume dur
The Home of the Best of Everything Eatable
- '.'tr" '
We HaLye Fresh lyery Dixy
PIES COOKIES DOUGHNUTS CAKES
JELLY ROLLS GINGERBREAD
3ing the campaign?" asked the candldate, who was new at the game.
"I would suggest an easy position
Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main 81 617 DoughtAre
at a desk,", answered, his more exper-
ienced manager, "with a check book
in one hand and a fountain pen in
the other." I
1
' ,K,1' -'
Every visitor in Las Vegas to call
upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.
ROBERT J. TAUPERT
BETTER LATE THAN NEVER
If you didn't plant those Turnips today, tpmorrow will do.
EARLY PURPLE TOP, STRAP LEAF
THE STANDARD VARIETY
5Gc PER POUND
ALL KINDS OF
LAYER CAKES, LOAF CAKES, ANGEL FOOD CAKES
BUNS, PARKER HOUSE ROLLS,-:- r n
POPPY SEED ROLLS,
, ; .CINNAMON ROLLS
BREAD AND A FULL LINE OF BAKERS GOODS
THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE
Alaker of Uncommon Jewlery. 1OUCHER
PHONE
VEGAS 121
507 SIXTH
STREET
"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE
PERRY ONION & SON
SEEDSMEN & FLORISTS EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
i
